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Trouble has erupted in the Biology
Department as its chairman, George B.

Chapman, has refused a request by the
university that he resign his administrative duties effective May 31, 1990.
Under the terms of the request, Chapman would be allowed to retain his
position as full professor of biology, as
well as his current salary and benefits.
Chapman, who has served as chairman
since 1963, was permanently appointed
to the post by then-university President
Edward Bunn, SJ. The permanency of
the appointment was reaffirmed over the
years by three academic vice-presidents,
including current university Provost J.

HOYA Features Editor

Two weeks ago, on a cold and windswept afternoon, 300
students rallied in Red Square, venting their anger with the
university through cheers and applause as members of many
diverse student groups spoke on positive student activism
while others listed their grievances with the Georgetown
administration.
That same week, in response to the univessity’s censorship
2,000 students signed a

Donald Freeze, SJ.

petition that stressed the vital importance of freedom of expression at a university.
This semester groups have rallied for many causes, written

Said Freeze in a 1979 letter to Chapman: “You are the permanent chairman
of [the] Biology [Department], according to your original agreement with the
university. Not only will T honor that
agreement, but I agree with it!”

dozens of letters to the administration, and banged pots and

pans in protest in front of the president’s office. During this
semester 740 students petitioned University President Leo J.
O’Donovan, SJ, to reconsider the decision to deny tenure to a

In a June 9, 1989 letter to Chapman,

popular English professor. At Georgetown, student activism
is building momentum.

News Analysis
Two issues this semester, tenure and freedom of expression,
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thoughtful administration. This is what they sold to us last
year,” said Justin Smith (SES 91). “Sure O’Donovan was out
there in the beginning shaking hands, but in his first few
actions, especially the tenure decision, he showed that perhaps
he was not what we had anticipated.”
Though the media first heralded O’Donovan as the
“students” president,” many feel he has not acted to alleviate
the animosity between the administration and students
prevalent during the Healy years.
In September, O’Donovan refused to overturn the decision
of former president Timothy Healy, SJ, to deny English
professor Daniel Moshenberg tenure. The move immediately
sparked faculty and student protest that has continued through
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by Becky Buckman
HOYA News Editor
Approximately 50 people rallied in front of
the Healy Building for an hour yesterday afternoon to protest a rumored meeting of University
of El Salvador’s right-wing governing party, the
Nationalist Republican Alliance (ARENA).
Protestors carried banners and crosses bearing
slogans decrying U.S. involvement in El Salvador, whose right-wing government has
clashed with leftist rebels in recent months.
Death squads associated with ARENA are also
accused of slaying six Salvadoran Jesuit priests
Nov. 16 at the University of Central America, a
- sister school of Georgetown. After listening to
three speakers, protesters marched around the
Healy building and then disbanded.
According to a flyer distributed at the rally by
the Progressive Student Union (PSU), O’Donovan was to meet with El Salvador’s deputy
secretary of defense yesterday afternoon. However, speaker Paul Magno (CAS ’78) announced
halfway through the demonstration that O’Donovan was not meeting with any members of

Monsters of Tenure in the Basement, during which faculty and

students spoke on the issue, read poetry and listened to music.
Most protesters still feel O’Donovan has not adequately addressed the tenure issue.
Administration censorship of an advertisement in The
HOYA that same week provoked an outcry that motivated
students to organize the recent rally in Red Square, which
addressed many issues concerning student activism. At
See ACTIVISM, p. 3
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« The Disciplinary Review Committee released the first draft of the new
Student Disciplinary Code last
week.

Magno said that Charles L. Currie, SJ, special

assistant to the president for Salvadoran affairs,
approached march organizers during the rally

and told them that rumors of the meeting were

false. After hearing this information, Magno
told the crowd he applauded the university’s
decision not to meet with ARENA and said the
university “understands the controversy [the
meeting] would bring.”
University Director of Public Relations Gary
Krull said that no meeting between O’Donovan
and ARENA officials was ever planned, but that
rumors of a meeting prompted many phone calls
to Krull’s office yesterday morning. Krull said
that a “fact-finding ” meeting had been planned
between Currie and some Salvadoran citizens
and businessmen on campus today, but that
rumors of military officials attending prompted
the university to cancel the meeting.
“We got nervous about just who might be
coming [to the meeting],” Krull said. However,
he said he could not confirm how the rumor
about the O’Donovan meeting started.
According to Richard T. McSorley, SJ, dircc-

See EL SALVADOR, p. 3

would likely only continue for two more.

years.
“I’m about ready to hang up my track
shoes and let other people take over,” he
said. “I might be very happy to continue
to teach, but I would only do that in an
environment that stresses that teaching
is the most important part of a university.”
* Chapman said he was advised by
Freeze to let Healy depart from campus
in peace, and then appeal the decision to
new University President Leo O’Donovan, SJ.

Chapman did just that in an Aug. 18
letter to O’Donovan, dropping another
problem from the Healy years in the lap
of the new president. O’Donovan considered the matter for nearly a month
before advising Chapman that he would
uphold Healy’s request.
“I must reaffirm Fr. Healy’s decision,
for I agree [with Healy] that the university has honored Fr. Bunn’s initial
appointment,” O’Donovan said in a
Sept. 13 letter to Chapman.
Joseph Neale, a professor of biology,
called the mood within the department
“rather reserved” in an interview last
night. “Transitions tend to make people
anxious,” he said.

“I have
Chapman
tinued. “It
[former]

the highest regard for Prof.
as a professor,” Neale conis my hope that he will accept
President Healy’s decision

with the grace he has displayed through
the years,” he said, adding that he hoped
Chapman would stay on to teach and
conduct research in the department.

Neale refused to speculate on the
reason the university has requested
Chapman to resign as chair.
Many think, however, the impetus for
the move may stem from a June 1989
»evaluation of the university performed
by a group of outside academicians.

Main campus academic departments are

generally reviewed by an outside committee every five years.
In its 1989 report, the review hoird:

included a confidential
letter to. the
provost and president that focused on the
administration of the biology department.

That letter, which has not been
released, is thought to be highly critical
of Chapman as chairman of the depart-

ment. Healy’s letter to Chapman asking

that he resign was sent about two weeks
after the cite committee filed its confidential letter with the university.
“Some observers feel that the request
by Fr. Healy, following closely upon his
receipt of the report on the department,
suggested that the review committee
recommendations, formal or otherwise,
may have stimulated this action,” said

one person familiar with the review
procecs at Georgetown.
According to a well-placed source in
the university, the question of
Chapman’s administration of the department was first raised as a major point in
an outside review done six years ago.
At that time, the committee suggested
that the biology department needed
fresh leadership, the source said.
“Science is rapidly changing,” the
source said, “and it is viewed by some to
be in the best interest of science departments to have a regular infusion of new
leadership [that] reflects the dynamic
state of the discipline.”
The faculty in the department voted in.
See CHAPMAN, p. 3

Bush Vetoes Extension on Chinese Visas
by Alan Bash
HOYA Assistant News Editor

News, page 3.
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the Salvadoran government.

former university President Timothy
Healy, SJ, asked the professor to resign
his post, saying he was appointed with
the understanding that he would retire at
age 65. “There should be new leadership
after 27 years,” Healy’s letter said.
Chapman has refused to comply with
the request, and maintains that his letter
of appointment said nothing about mandatory retirement. “If only as a matter of
principle, a contract agreement must be
honored,” Chapman said yesterday.
Chapman said that he had asked to stay
on as chairman for a maximum of three
more years, although he added that he

Courtesy of Ye Demustay Books.

George B. Chapman.

Justice Department Action to Replace Bill Allowing Students to Remain in U.S.

* Two CAS seniors argue that Biology Department chairman Dr.
George Chapman should not be
forced to retire.
Viewpoint, page 5.
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University Cancels Talks with Salvadoran Citizens

marched across campus to the steps of the Healy building and
presented O’Donovan with a petition that asked him to set up
an open forum on the tenure issue. They gave him a week to
Shortly after the group organized several noisy protests with
pots and pans in front of the Healy building, O'Donovan
responded with a letter to the protesters. But he did not attend
an open forum that featured two members of the university
Rank and Tenure committee.
On November 9, protesters organized an event called

ana

Protestors Pers M eetin g

President Leo J. O’Donovan, SJ, and members
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John Magno (CAS778) and duiighter Sarah orotiet Wer Fecent atr

much of the semester. On Oct. 2, about 65 students silently

respond, but he did not.

5, 1989

Chapman Refuses to Leave Post

by Eugene Sloan

have swelled the tide of students openly expressing their
dissatisfaction with the administration, according to Zane
Vella (SES 91). “In the past small groups of people were
alienated over isolated issues,” Vella said. “This year at the
forefront there are two issues [tenure and freedom of expression] that are of primary importance to absolutely every single
student enrolled at Georgetown.”
And if student frustration has reached a critical mass, it may
partly be due to a growing disillusionment with the new
administration. “I anticipated a more caring regime, a more

December

Asked to Resign

Tenure, Freedom of Speech
Mobilize Students at GU

of an advertisement in The HOYA,
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Biology Chairman

Activism
Builds
Momentum

* A review of the ’80s: at Georgetown, in American pop culture
and in Eastern Europe this fall.
Features, pages 6-7.
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President Bush vetoed a bill last week
that would protect Chinese exchange
students in the United States, possibly
forcing several thousand students back
to China where punishments for their
anti-communist activities in the United
States could await them.
However, Bush promised Nov. 30 to
instruct Attorney General Dick
Thornburgh to take action to grant
Chinese students extensions on. their
visas, thus accomplishing the same objective as the Congressional proposal.
The bill would postpone restrictions
in the “J-1’’ visa, which stipulates that
students must return to China for at least
two years before they can apply for immigrant status in the United States. The
bill would allow students who graduate
before 1994 to apply as immigrants immediately after graduation.
Bush decided to veto the bill because
he speculated that the legislation would
damage relations between Washington
and Beijing, an aide to Rep. Nancy
Pelosi (D-Ca.), the chief House sponsor
of the bill, said yesterday.
In a statement issued before he left for
the Malta summit, Bush expressed con-

cern over the Chinese government’s
threat to suspend several exchange
‘programs between the U.S. and China if
the bill passed, according an article in
the Nov. 30 Washington Post.
An override vote in the House is
scheduled for Jan. 23, the day the 101st
Congress reconvenes after its winter
vacation. However, many visas will expire before then, and students will be
forced to return to China for at least two
years.
There is concern among supporters of
the bill that Bush is involving students
in his foreign policy objectives. “This
has nothing to do with foreign policy.
‘We must protect the students from being
used as a political pawn,” Pelosi’s aide
said.
Zhang Hong, a biochemistry graduate
student at Georgetown and member of
the Chinese Student Association, said
that while the administrative action may
reduce the effects of the veto, the issue
for the 40,000 Chinese students in the

United States is Bush’s commitment to
human rights around the globe.
“This angers me, because while Bush
has shown he is pro-human rights in
Eastern Europe, he is not pro-human
rights in China,” Zhang said. Zhang
speculated that Bush is revealing a

prejudice against Asian people by not
making their fight for human rights of
equal priority to the fight in Eastern
Europe.
Through television broadcasts,
newspaper reports, and their own
photographers, members of the Chinese
government can identify participants in
pro-democratic activities, according to
Zhang. The Oct, 1 rally at the Chinese
Embassy, in which 10,000 participants
from 30 schools around the country

their control over you, no matter where
you are.”
Congressional leaders are concerned
that administrative actions, such as those
the president has proposed, will not have
the full effect of law. “Regulatory changes are not permanent. There’s not much
of a guarantee to their success,” Pelosi’s
aide said.
He added that “an administrative action can be withdrawn as quickly as it is
implemented,” and that a court case

called for freedom in China, constitutes

could overturn the regulatory action.

politically dangerous activity, Zhang
said.
China’s surveillance and threats of
punishment have made the newest group
of Chinese exchange students “much
more conscious about what they say.
They will not say anything,” according
to Zhang.
The two-year stipulation is intended
to make Chinese students contribute
their foreign education to China's
development. However, the stipulation
applies to approximately 80 percent of
the Chinese students in the United
States, a proportion that Zhang said is
unreasonable. Zhang said that the
stipulation in the visa to return for two
years was implemented because “[The
Chinese Government] wanted to show

Additionally, experts on the Constitution are now investigating whether Bush
may have acted unconstitutionally by
mixing parts of a veto and a pocket veto
to kill the legislation.
As of late yesterday, the Attorney
General’s office had not received any
instruction for the administrative action

Bush promised. “The instruction has not
been laid out in great detail yet,” said
Duke Austin, a spokesman for the Jus-

tice Department’s Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS).
Austin added that Chinese students
who seek to waive their two year return
to China will most likely have to fill out
an application, which will be reviewed
by the INS.
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“THE MOST ADVENTUROUS AND ARRESTING FILMMAKER
TO SURFACE IN THE AMERICAN CINEMA THIS DECADE.
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Brilliantly Funny and Subtle...Thoroughly Satisfying, a Delight.
| Can’t Imagine it Won’t be on the Ten Best List at the End of the Year”
—Vincent Canby, NEW YORK TIMES
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Up to your ears?
Dig yourself out with a
“deal on an IBM PS/2.

A

pad, a 3.5-inch diskette holder, and a power strip—all free.
And that’s not all. You're also entitled to a special low
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Before you get snowed under with work this year, get an IBM
Personal System/2. ® Choose from five different packages of hardware and software—now at special low student prices. Each
system comes with easy-to-use software loaded and ready to go!
What's more, when you buy your PS/2.° you will get a mouse
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*This offer is limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530-E21, 8550-031, 8555-061 or 8570-E61 through February 15, 1990. The preconfigured IBM PS/2 Model
8525-001 is available through December 31, 1989 only. Orders are subject to availability. Prices are subject to change and IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice.
®IBM, Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. PRODIGY is a registered service mark and trademark of Prodigy Services Company,
of IBM and Sears.

™Proprinter is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. ©|BM Corp. 1989.
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IBM proprinters are available at special low prices.*
For any questions, call your IBM Collegiate Representatives:
Colin Kelly at 944-0255, Laury Saligman at 337-5214 or Bob Baldwin at 944-9700, or see
them 11:00 - 2:00 Monday thru Friday at the Purchasing Trailer in front of McDonough Gym.
Don’t get left out in the cold! Offer ends February 15, 1990. Come today.
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And aside from all this, three of the most popular
So
IBM Proprinters™ are available at special low prices™
Don’t get left out in the cold! Offer ends February 15, 1990. Come in today.
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Maxted Leads Medical School

Committee Revises

Georgetown Grad Brings Experience to Med School Leadership

Disciplinary Code

between the medical school and the Col-

As acaderaic dean of Georgetown’s
medical school for the past five months
after the administrative shakeup there
last s;;ring, William Maxted (CAS ’50,
MED ’54) has already faced many challenges in his new post.
~~ Maxted replaced Milton Corn, who
resigned last April after serving as dean
for four years. “I was enthusiastic about
the direction that I saw the Medical Center beginning to take off in,” Maxted
said. “I felt it would be an exciting time
to be a party to that effort [to improve
the school].”
Maxted served as chairman of the
Committee
of Admissions
at
Georgetown’s medical school for three
years prior to being named academic
dean July 1. He has also served as chairman of the Urology Department at the
medical school.

completing medical school at Georgetown, Maxted pursued post-graduate
medical studies here and became a fulltime medical faculty member in 1961.

lege of Arts and Sciences, and after

“So for the past 15 to 20 years, I have

had an ongoing involvement with the
College, from student days through
faculty participation in the College activities as they relate to pre-med
students,” he said.

Maxted’s new responsibilities as
academic dean include some of the same
ones he held as head of the admissions
committee. He will oversee all admissions activities, the school’s curriculum,
and its student support services.
;

In addition to performing his duties as

dean, Maxted said he would continue his

ACTIVISM, from p. 1
present many students are pressing for a
student Bill of Rights to guarantee basic
rights for the student body.
John Matouk (CAS ’90), a participant
in the tenure protests, said that students
have lost their respect for the university,
and he attributes to this an increase in
vandalism and cheating at Georgetown.
“A lot of students no longer respect the
administration because they don’t feel
the university respects them,” he said.

Many other students echo his feelings.
“I often get the feeling that I am a tenant
at Georgetown. I’m here at the university on a four-year lease, and as a tenant

I don’t feel as though I have that many
rights on this campus,” said Alex Wingate (SBA ’91). “I feel as though we’re

Chapman, who is not married, says his

‘wife’ is his 1951 electron
“I’ve spent more Saturday
my microscope ‘Betsy’
[people] spend with their
wives,” Chapman said.

microscope.
nights with
than most
husbands or

here for the university and not the other

said

Hudson.
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caught in a cycle,” said Matouk.

university

of

doesn’t

respect

“The

it as a

legitimate body, and because of this stu-

dents don’t go out and vote, so [GUSA]
can’t gain the mandate to make the
university respect it.”
:
Another problem with GUSA, according to Assembly Chair Sosamma
Samuel (SFS 91), is that GUSA

Courtesy of Georgetown University

William Maxted.

often

dent

job,” he said: “I would not have done

that, particularly at this point in my life,
if I didn’t think that it was going to be
an exciting, productive, and positive experience.”

In the past semester many students
have joined the ranks of the active. Still,

maintaining the intensity found in the
tenure and freedom of expression
protests will take work. Students plan to
establish a library of past student activism, where students can study the activities of other students in earlier times,

Matouk said. “The tragedy is that these
stories get lost because of the turnover
of students every four years,” he said.

To gain the acknowledgement of
rights and the respect they seek, however, the student activists must win over

O’Donovan. As
university, he has
final.
Some students
Donovan may be

the president of the
shown his decision is
said they worried O’tougher to deal with

than Healy because they believe he may

have conservative ideas. “He talks of
making Georgetown a more Catholic
university,” said Hudson. “If you have a
president who pushes not the liberal version of Catholicism, but a conservative
version of Catholicism, that will be
worse for the university.”

Yet whatever the stance of the university may be, student activism is unlikely
to die. Thursday students plan a
semester-punctuating pots and
protest, according to Matouk.
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process.
;
Hank Burgoyne (SBA ’90), a member
of the Disciplinary Review Committee,
said, “the new code is less adversarial,
the language itself is a lot simpler, more
positive. The new code has rectified
some of the problems of the old code.”
The committee examined disciplinary
codes of other schools and surveyed
Georgetown administrators in an effort
to revise the university’s existing code,
Minor said.
According to Burgoyne, students on
the Disciplinary Committee were able to
offer much input into the initial draft of
the code. “[The committee] was always

was charged with assessing the
relevance of past policies. “In revising
regulations relevant to life in this community today?” she said. Minor said
that the new code also “streamlines” the
adjudication process.
While the Student Disciplinary Code
has confused students in the past, the
new code attempts to “clarify [the
process]. . . and make the system operate
in such a way as to further the goals of
the adjudication system,” Minor added.

The Disciplinary Review Committee

does not follow through on the resolutions it adopts.

advisors,

adjudicated students through the hearing

the code, we asked, ‘Are the [current]

ly rewarding.”
Maxted said he is very committed to
his new post and feels it will be a positive
experience in his career. “I left a growing and stable division to move into this

FR

was formed in 1987 after members of the
willing to listen to the students—it was
important how [the committee] thought
Office of Student Affairs and Georthe university community would intergetown University Student Association
pret the code,” he said.
(GUSA) determined there was a need to
The committee will hold a town meetrevise the old code, according to Fitz
ing tonight at 7 p.m. in the Intercultural
Haney (SFS ’90), GUSA president.
Center to discuss the code with members
The only code change from the preof the Georgetown community. After
vious policy was the addition of a
the town meeting, the Disciplinary
provision for sexual assault, Minor said.
The new Student Disciplinary Code | Committee plans to revise the initial
draft and hold further meetings with
also allows greater student input into the
adjudication process, according to
members of the community in the midseveral committee members. “We have
dle of next semester. The final draft is
students scattered throughout the entire
expected before the end of next
system so at every level there’s student
semester, according to Bethany Marinput,” Minor said. She explained that
lowe, director of residence life and chair
several reserved positions on the board
of the Disciplinary Review Committee.

Students Protest Rumored Meeting
Between

O’Donovan,

with

ARENA

officials

because

the

party’s public relations firm released
that information. He said he thought the
firm circulated the false rumor to bolster
ARENA’s image abroad.
McSorley said he spoke at the rally
because he is outraged by the recent
killings of the Jesuit priests in San Salvador. “I feel very close to them,” he
said. “They were fulfilling the commitseth

Salvadorans

ment of the [Jesuit] order despite the
danger involved. I’m very proud of
them,” McSorley said.
In addition to Georgetown students
and Jesuits, representatives of several
other groups attended the rally at the
request of the PSU. Magno and other
members of the Catholic Worker, which
he described as a “pacifist anti-war
group” were present, as well as representatives from the Fellowship of
Reconciliation and the D.C. Committee
in Solidarity with the People in El Salvador.

EL SALVADOR, from p. 1
tor of the Center for Peace Studies and a
speaker ‘at the rally, march organizers
believed that O’Donovan was meeting
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Introducing the Pan Am Shuttle JetPak Youth Commuter Book.
Now you can purchase 10 one-way tickets for less than the price of 8! That's right, for only $379, you can fly 10 times between
New York and Boston or New York and Washington, D.C.—that's a 23% savings off our already low Youth Fare. JetPak®"* can be
purchased at any Pan Am Shuttle airport ticket
counter or by calling Pan Am
Reservations at 1-800-221-1111.
Write your own ticket
*JetPak tickets are valid for youths ages 12
through 24. Valid proof of age required.
Tickets must be used during
designated Youth Fare times:

Monday through Friday
030A Arough By
and 7:30PM

through

Saturday all day and
Sunday until 2:30PM.

9:

)

Other restrictions may apply.
Travel valid for one year from

date of issue.
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to a Pan Am adventure.
Enter the Pan Am Shuttle Student

Essay Contest. Tell us where in

Pan Am's world you want to
go, and why, in 1,000 words
or less. You can win two
roundtrip tickets to any
Pan Am destination’, plus
hotel accommodations.

Or money toward
tuition. Here are
the details:

No purchase necessary. Void where
prohibited by law. All entrants must
be between 18 and 24 years
old and currently enrolled
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Members

groups ranging from the Black Student
Alliance to the Georgetown University
Student Association (GUSA) to the
Young Republicans spoke at the Red
Square rally.
Many in the growing movement for
student power question the vision that
today’s administrators have for Georgetown. Some feel a paradox exists between the recent actions of the
administration and the liberal values of
education that the university claims it
stands for, said John Lerner (CAS 91).
Lerner said he thinks that Georgetown
is heading in the wrong direction if it
wants to become a great center of liberal
\ education. “What does this university
see itself as becoming?” asked Smith.
According to Matouk, activist groups
have sprung up on campus because of
the weakness of the student association.
“GUSA is technically the legitimate
organ of student representation, but it’s

i

way around.”
Many individual groups feel that the
administration completely ignores their
interests. “The only respect the blacks
“I feel like we’re his children,” said
Pamela Troxler, a senior biology major. | are given on this campus is to the basketball team,” said Eric Hudson (SFS
“He’s just devoted his whole life to
’90). Hudson and others note that in
teaching . . . he makes you want to
recent weeks, many groups upset with
learn,” she said.
the university over separate issues have
Chapman, who earned his A.B., M.A.
joined together to call for a greater stuand Ph.D. degrees at Princeton Univerdent voice at Georgetown.
sity, considered several offers before he
“I think what you’re getting now is
elected to leave his post as full professor
real student empowerment and real stuof anatomy at Cornell Medical College
ity, students coming together into come to Georgetown...

stead of separating into special interest
groups,”

addition, the new code introduces stu-

in college. For complete
information send a selfaddressed, stamped! envelope to:
Student Essay Contest Brochure.
Pan Am Shuttle, PO Box 512,

La Guardia Airport, Flushing, NY 11371.
tWashington and Vermont residents need
not include postage. Essay entries
must be postmarked by March 1, 1990.

ttSubject to government approval.

FLIGHTS ON THE 1/2 HOUR BETWEEN BOSTON, NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON.
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early October to take no official position
on the matter. That vote was affirmed in
a faculty meeting yesterday afternoon.
Chapman has long been recognized as
one of the best teachers in the department. He has won the Bunn Award for
faculty excellence twice, as well as the
Alumni Association’s Award for
University Service.

stress for them, and to make it as both

pleasant and consequently, educational-

Under the new code, adjudication of--

ficers will be selected by the board
selection and training committee, comprised of students and faculty. In

tem.
Laura Minor, director of adjudication
and conduct, said that the committee

Student Activism Evolves on Campus

CHAPMAN, from p. 1

:

HOYA Assistant News Editor

The Disciplinary Review Committee
released the first draft of the new Student
Disciplinary Code last week after two
and a half years of revising the existing
code of conduct and adjudication sys-

Chapman
Resign Post

TTJerry

to use his position as dean to alleviate
some of them.
;
“The medical school is a stressful
situation for students,” he said. “By
keeping open the excellent channels of
student-faculty communication, we
must provide the means to minimize that

of adjudication will now be filled from
a general pool of students who are
familiar with the adjudication process.

by Diana Maier

school go back even further. In his un-

Refuses to

SSR

cal school students, and he will attempt

Group to Hold Meeting on First Draft Tonight

clinical and surgical practices, although
“clearly on a lesser level of activity”
than he did before his appointment. He
said he will also continue to be involved
in clinical research concerning the papil-

However, Maxted’s ties to the medical

1 ey

loma virus.
Maxted said he faces many challenges
in his new job, among them balancing
the innovative forces of new medical
technology with the fact that Georgetown is a Catholic institution.
“The fact that we are Catholic with a
capital ‘C’ [and have] a long heritage
and tradition based on that faith is a
consideration extremely important in
the School of Medicine, where we are
constantly dealing daily with complex
biomedical, ethical issues presented to
us by advancing technology,” he said.
Maxted also said he sympathizes with
the academic demands placed on medi-

3

dergraduate years, he acted as a liaison

by Stephanie Kim
HOYA Staff Writer
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Student Activists

of The

HOYA,

2,000

students petitioned O'Donovan to secure the right of
To the Editor:

university, student opinion must be recognized by the

administration. To effect change, students must become active and tell the university of their grievances.
Students should not let the administration decide
alone on the course Georgetown will follow, nor let the
administration dictate, without student input, the environment in which students live.
:
The students protesting today are not the small
radical groups of the past. Many are everyday students,
the average Joe Hoya; many rallied for the first time
since they came to Georgetown at the Red Square rally.

In the future, students will face a tough battle to
secure the recognition of the university. To carry on the
efforts of this semester, the activists must maintain the
level of action of this semester and continue to draw
more students to the cause.
;

Some students want the Georgetown University Stu"dent Association, and later the university administration, to approve a student Bill of Rights to guarantee
- students basic rights. Students should pursue this
with vigor. Such a document would oblige the administration to include the student body in the
~ development of Georgetown'’s future.

A Christmas

Tale

‘Twas the night before Christmas and all through the
exam panic,
Not a creature was stirring, not even Gershanik.
The petitions were hung by the chimney with care in

hopes that an answer soon would be there.
The Hoyas were nestled all snug in their beds, with
visions of Freeze prancing in their heads.
~ And Renee in her kerchief and Leo dressed in black
had just settled down for a long winters’ snack.
When out from the circle arose such a clatter, Leo
sprang from the chair to see what was the matter.
Away to the window

The moon on the breast of the new fallen snow gave
a luster of midday to the pot-bangers below.
When what to his wondering eyes should appear but
TF i

a big limousine pulled by untenured reindeer.

ee

the event.

But, The

With a pompous old driver so gloomy and mealy, he
| knew in a moment it must be Tim Healy.

More rapid than eagles his courses they taught, and
he whipped and shouted and gave them naught.
“Now Moshenberg, Now O'Connor, Now Irvine, Now
Todd. On Kaplan, On O’Brien, On Palumbo, On Liu.”
Then in a moment Leo heard not his jowls, but the

growling and snarling of old Healy's bowels.
As Leo drew his head and was turning around, down
the chimney Healy came with a bound,
He was dressed from his head to his toe all in black,
and he horked all their food in a big Mets sack.
His eyes how bloodshot, his dimples how wrinkled,
his cheeks were like carcasses, his nose like a pickle.

A wink of his eye and a twist of his head made Leo
soon know he had nothing to dread.
Then he sprang to his limo, to his team gave a whistle,
and launched at the pot-bangers a nuclear missile.
But I heard him exclaim as he peeled out of sight,
“Happy Christmas to all and to all a good night.”
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In all other areas of journalism, The
HOYA covers on-campus events with a
plethora of news articles. Campus
sports, GUSA

decisions, university ad-

ministration decisions, and university
personalities arc always given ample
space in The HOYA. When was the last
time an article about the Redskins was
in The HOYA? Why does the HOYA
not publish a plethora of articles about
campus events in the entertainment section when it does for every other section
of The HOYA?
It’s unfortunate The HOYA bclicves
campus arts to be so unimportant when
over 300 undergraduates participate in
them and participate in them with zeal.
Few campuses, even ones dedicated to

strong financial backing of the arts, have
as many performances and arts groups

as Georgetown. Where else.can you find
five theatre groups in one university?
How many other colleges have ninc
singing groups? Georgetown University
can profess itself to having 19 student
performing arts groups on campus. Obviously this fact has escaped The
HOYA, and only to the detriment of the
student body at large who might miss the
new and exciting arts at Georgetown
because they weren’t informed of them.
Isn’t the responsibility of a newspaper to
inform its public of news concerning
their interests? Wouldn’t the friends and
classmates of over 300 artists at Georgetown be interested in what these artists
are doing? Wouldn’t it be responsible of
The HOYA to serve the interests of these
friends and classmates who make up the
Georgetown student body?
Lisa R. Portner
SFS’90
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Stewards Should Not Blame Alumni Association
To the Editor:
“... it is crucially important that the
University community understand that
the Stewards never have acted, or even

contemplated acting, in such a way as to
infringe in the slightest upon the rights,
integrity, or opportunities of any member or group of that community. That is

would be a resolution of apology.”

if one looks at
Stewards towards
tion, for example,
upon the integrity
an integral part of

tion Board of Governors passed a resolution which stated that they supported
“the view that the structure of secrecy is
inappropriate for organizations at Georgetown.” They stressed the fact that this
resolution was not directed to “any
specific organization but is narrowly
focused on the issue of secrecy.”
It is also important to understand some
of the background discussions by the
Board of Governors that went into this
resolution. The resolution was offered
by Fr. [Otto] Hentz and was only against
secret societies in general. In fact, in the
minutes of the meeting it was stated,

“Mr. [Tom] Fitzgerald asked Fr. Hentz

exactly what he believed was wrong
with the Stewards Society. Fr. Hentz
emphasized that it was not the Stewards
Society he was

was only dealing with secret societies
in general and no specific group.
The

WHAT

ARE

YOU GOING To
PUB

(LATER?

addressing, but secret

societies in general." In the further discussion on the issue Fr. Hentz noted at

Stewards,

00

YOU

that meeting,

way

to resolve this matter, of course,

The Alumni Association has never
mistreated the Stewards. The Alumni
Association never put any pressure on
the undergraduate Stewards. The students who were upset about the
Stewards’ secrecy, such as Rosie Hidal-

go, put the pressure on the Stewards’
undergraduates. As for the “denouncement” of the Stewards by the administra-

tion, which was supposedly precipitated

by the alumni association, it never took
place. The University administration, in
a letter from Jack DeGioia, came out

against “secret” groups and organiza-

tions, not the Stewards. There was one
mention of the Stewards in the letter.
Jack DeGioia in it writes, “It is time to
move forward and heal the hurt caused
by the existence of the Stewards on campus, to affirm through our words and
actions the fundamental moral commitments that guide this campus.” This was
no denouncement of the Stewards. It
was only stating the facts of the situation
that many people were hurt by the existence of the Stewards.
Finally, the Stewards’ accusation that
the Alumni Association spread racist
charges throughout the alumni community against them is totally false. The

the Alumni Association.
If Quin Hillyer is speaking for the
Stewards then they seem to have a
double standard. They claim that they
never have “contemplated’ infringing
on the “integrity" of any group of the
Gergetown community, yet this has
been exactly what they have done to the
Alumni Association. It is the Stewards

who have been unjust and irresponsible
by their blatant misrepresentation of the
statements of the Alumni Association
Board of Governors. The Alumni Association leadership has been honest and
fair in all of their dealings with the
Stewards, which is more than can be said

of the Stewards’ leadership. The only
apology should be one issucd by thc

Stewards to the Alumni Association.
In the Stewards first public statement
on Feb. 5, 1988 to The HOYA, the
Stewards stated, “The Stewards Society
is established to defend, enhance,

getown.

Paul Ritacco
CAS ’90

HOYA Should Have
Followed Decision

To the Editor:
In reply to your letter of Nov. 10
regarding the NOW ad, I simply wish to
stand in support of the Administration.
The HOYA is the newspaper which represents the university and as such it
Alumni Association mentioned race
should reflect both the spirit and intenonce in their discussions. In the minutes
tion of the University. For us, as parents,
of Feb. 6, 1988, it was staged, “Ms.
what makes Georgetown a particularly
Louis added that no matter how well
first class institution at this time is that
intentioned the group may be, if it exthe Administration has the courage to
cluded persons because of race or
suport high moral concepts which might
gender, that would be a serious problem
run contrary to public opinion. This
in a University community such as
courage deserves every sign of respect
Georgetown.” The racism charges were | and support.

brought out by the undergraduates who

Anita Fritze

were displeased with the Stewards not
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and

protect the spirit and traditions of Georgetown and to serve this University
through the leadership of its members.”
In their willful disregard for assuring thc
accuracy of their statements towards the
Alumni Association, it is the Stewards
who have violated thier own stated goal
of “defending, enhancing, and protecting the spirit and traditions of Geor-

a

by Steve Irizarry

“LATER P' ISAT
/

since

have accused the Alumni Association of
“unrestrained” pressure on the undergraduate Stewards in 1988 to come
public,
of
precipitating
the
administration’s later “denouncement”
of the Stewards, of questioning the integrity of the Stewards during the discussion of Feb. 6, 1988, and of spreading
racism charges regarding the Alumni

ing of an innocent individual human
being.
Leo H. Madden
Lecturer, Dept. of Theology

THE

the conduct of the
the Alumni Associathey have infringed
of this group which is
the community.

On Feb. 6, 1988, the Alumni Associa-

abortion, will conclude that it is the kill-

Lou...

day [Feb. 6, 1988] were irresponsible,

Stewards on a level above the rest of us,
a level that they do not deserve. In fact,

far more than can be said for the actions

more, I am confident that a reasonable

WAY.

Sept. 22, 1989, “Your actions on that

of parts of the community towards the
Stewards.”
These comments by Quin Hillyer
(Nov. 3, 1989) in The HOYA place the

person, in possession of the truth about

By THE

across the alumni community. The
Stewards stated to the Alumni through
Adam Carter, their spokesperson, on
and unjust, and you promoted a year of
injustice, bigotry and frankly, boorishness.”
Carter proceeded to say to the
Alumni, “Your leadership could have
been much more honest and fair. We
hope that you now take this opportunity
to act more affirmatively. The simplest

least three other times that his resolution

To the Editor:
In my letter to you which you published in your edition of Nov. 21, I stated my
wish that pro-abortion views be banned.
Please allow me to clarify this statement.
I wrote that letter at the beginning of
November just when I was informed that
a pro-choice student group had appeared
on campus. In the first moment of reaction, I expressed in my letter to you my
wish that the pro-abortion position be
considered as unconscionable as any
pro-racist or pro-sexist position. However, upon further reflection, I recognize
that this university, like any university,
has the responsibility to allow the free
expression of all points of view. Hence,
I welcome a true and intelligent discussion of abortion among all members of
this university community. Further-
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found reporters to cover three off-cam-

he flew like a flasher, tore open

the shutters and yelled at the bashers.
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For too long

apathetically as the administration acted in ways stu-

not one mention was made of

the GU Dance Company Fall Concert,
the Chamber Music Program Fall Concert, or Friday Afternoon Theatre’s
production of Savage Love. In the
“Holiday Happenings” section which
took up over one-fourth of a page, Karen
Galazin, the Entertainment Editor, did
not include any of these three events.
The Dance Company performs only
twice a year. Each performance is
definitely one not to be missed. The
Dance Company offered to give a
preview to The HOYA, yet The HOYA
responded saying that they had no one

YY

of empowerment at this university.

HOYA,

Peme

menting into special interest groups to protest specific

grievances, students have banded together, as seen at
the November Red Square rally, to address their lack

would like to express my extreme disappointment in the lack of coverage by The
HOYA of the performing arts here at
Georgetown. Obviously The HOYA
does not support the arts on-campus at
all! In the friday, Dec. 1 issue of The

RR

Fueled by these issues, student activism has evolved

this semester into a broad movement, drawing on
many students quiet until now. And instead of frag- -

;

As co-leader of the Arts Coalition, I

TP

freedom of expression for all at Georgetown.

TIT
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ago, after university censorship

Campus Deserves
Arts Coverage

=

#

English professor Dan Moshenberg. And two weeks

ae

i
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740 students petitioned Leo O'Donovan, SJ, university
president, to reconsider the tenure application of

a

§1
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Two issues, tenure and freedom of expression, have
sparked student activism on this campus. In October,
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Viewpoint
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Jana Weekes and Stacey Rupp

OF THe

Biology Chairman
Deserves Much More
Chapman Should Not Be Forced to Retire
Telegram

to Dr. George

from Brian McGrath,

gentlemen, or, at least, persons who
honor contracts. It is, therefore, neces-

SJ,

academic vice-president:
\
“Fr. Bunn has approved appointment
with. immediate tenure and permanency
of chairmanship.”
This simple telegram was the beginning of George Chapman’s long and
distinguished career as an’ educator at
Georgetown.
ii
In 1963,

Georgetown

made

sary that the terms of my appointment be
honored. .".”
:
It is obvious, by the nature of the
original

T
Tw

and acted in bad faith.

The best evidence of the impropriety

ry

py

a

—

yy

of the administration’s actions today is

found in the correspondence between
Chapman and the university inthe past
two decades. .
1973— Letter to Dr. Chapman from
Fr. Ryan, SJ, academic vice-president:
“I wish to make it clear that there has
been no change in the commitment of the
university administration to the per-

is

years, proved himself dedicated and has

earned-the respect of his students and his

commitmentto Dr. Chapman. This commitment included a tenured faculty
position and permanent chairmanship of :
In the past year, with an attempt to
remove Chapman as the chair ‘of the’
department, Georgetown’s administration has reneged on this commitment,

of permanent

qualified. He has also, in the past 27

a clear

the Department of Biology.

appointment

chairmanship, that Dr. Chapman

° colleagues.

August 18, 1989 — Letter to Fr. O’Dongvan from Dr. Chapman:
“I have devoted myself completely to
my duties as professor and chairman. 1
have taken no vacation for 26 years and
27 summers: I have foregone the
pleasures of marriage and family to be
: "constantly available to my students and
faculty. Lhave given no consideration to
offers of other positions. I have served.
faithfully and well. I believe that the
receipt of the two Bunn Awards, for
Faculty Excellence and the Alumni
Association’s Award for University Service attest to that last statement.
“Frankly,

I have

no

intention

of

remaining as professor and chairman
beyond the age of 68. However, I firmly
believe that a commitment of the nature
manent nature of your appointment. |
have confirmed this several times orally of that made by’ Fr. Bunn must be
‘honored as a matter of principle.
and am happy to do so formally.
Without respect for principles, we have
a greatly diminshed state of civilization.”
1979- Letter to Dr. Chapman from
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deserves the dignity
of having his request
to remain as chair
honored.’
— Dr. Irving Groy

and

losers meekly look the other way, allowing the nameless, faceless schmucks
who defiled their garments to escape
unpunished.
However, this vicious cycle could be
broken within the week if only a handful
of people stood up for themselves and
did something to end this tactless tradition once and for all.
“All hey ’d need to do is run out and
“bly a1 “pack of purple. “Sharpic 29%
These permanent-ink pens
wear of the movers and the shakers who
“keep taking everybody: else’s laundry

‘conversation since ‘lst June, the univer-

“sity believes that we have honored the

out of the dorm

hall washers

to pepper their permanent press Polos
with uncapped lipsticks, wet used

cal

kleenex, or Kraft Macaroni and Cheese
Powder.
;

that

produces

cotfee-like

stains,

three days after its original application.
cycle will. What’s better on wet clothes - This time-release factor may keep the
laundry louses of the world puzzled as
than A-1?
Elmer’s white glue. Practically into exactly how and when these fecallooking blotches blessed their boxers.
visible, this stuff does a super job of
permeating all types of fabrics when wet
Another nifty chemical that can be
used to stop soap-sud stooges in their
and coagulating into a stiff, crackly
tracks is Deka fabric paint. Available at
paste when dry. The only way to get the
any arts supply store, Deka permanently
stuff off is with a chisel.
cakes bright colors on to any material it
Of course, there are lots of household
touches. All you need is an art class kiln
items that can be used to ruin a load of
ora dorm room dryer.
linens. Gooey slices of sticky peanutbutAnd speaking of dryers, there’s really
tered bread, thawed-out tubes of mushy
nothing worse than finding soggy sweatcookie ‘dough, and squishy bricks of
socks and juicy jockey shorts piled high
processed: cheese food” will all. work
on top of one. Especially if they happen
wonders with the wash.
For those out there who are into high-

‘tech revenge, try Dektol, a brand of
photographic print developing powder.

to make

Easily obtainable at many local camera
shops, Dektol is a delay-reaction chem-

to be yours.

Probably the best way to get these
clods to stop doodling with your dryer is

Another direct method to discourage
dryer deprivation: go around to all the
dryers in the room, pick out all the lint
scrapings and chuck them in, and restart
their dryer. This is especially effective
for Depeche Mode-listening, brie
eating, Au Pied De Cochon types who
only wear black.
So next time you open the dryer and see
someone else’s clothes, don’t lose hope.
If we all work together, we can end this

destructive conflict and bring order to

the galaxy.
Reed Alex Martin, a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences, is a staff writer
for the HOYA.

commitment that Fr. Bunn made to Dr.

Chapman when he was initially appointed. In June 1990, Dr. Chapman
will'have served 27 years as chair of the
department. Now new leadership is
needed.”
How can Fr. O'Donovan correctly say
that the ‘university’ believes that it has
honored the initial appointment? We
thought a university was made of students, faculty, alumni\ae, in addition to
the administration. We feel that Fr. O’Donovan should know what the
‘university’ really feels.
‘Isit the administration’s decision what
a Georgetown professor deserves for a
lifetime dedicated to service and justice?
What kind of impact will this decision
have on other professors?
‘Dr. Chapman ‘wishes to stay on as

June . 8, 1988 — Letter to Dr. Chapman from President Healy, SJ:
When you were appointed in 1963, Fr.

Bunn indicated ‘that you would be
professor and chairman of the Department of Biology. The retirement date
when Fr. Bunn made this commitment to

you was the age of 65 . . . The university
has honored Fr. Bunn’s appointment
ac-

cording .to. the. time. commitment he
envisaged, but your administrative appointment will cease, at age 65. There
should be new leadership after. 27

chair of the Biology Department for no

years."

his career, he deserves to have the ad-

more than three years. At this point in
ministration honor his wish.
Since the. administration has not
presented any tangible justification for

June 11, 1989 — Letter to Fr. Freeze
“from Dr. Chapman:

Dr. Chapman’s termination as chair, we,
as’ concerned members of the Georgetown community, should not and

“Had Fr. Healy discussed the terms of
my appointment with me; and learned
the exact nature of them, I believe that

cannot let this passively happen. We
hope the pressure of a petition we will
circulate in January and the help of
GUSA will prompt Fr.'O’Donovan ‘to

he, as any honorable man of integrity
would do, would have scrupulously
honored those terms, For true ladies and...

gentlemen, a verbal commitment is still
sufficient; for most persons, a written:
contract is, unfortunately, necessary,
but is generally honored. I would like to

reassess his decision.

Jana Weekes nd Stacey Rupp are both
seniors in the College.

continue to believe that I have devoted
26 years of my life to serving honorable

Campus Opinion:
When

washers

“could then be used to tie-dye the under-

to'Dr. Chapman iin, correspondence and

I
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the

University-owned

And every week, most of these poor

Oct. 16, 1989 — Letter to Dr. Gray

ER
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=
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I agree that

room for their own.
And if the markers don’t get the message across, a big bottle of catsup and
A-1 steak sauce glopped in with the rinse

dryers.

from Fr. O’Donovan

PCE T

4

old,

honored Fri Bunn’s initial appointment
"oI ask you please to implement the
details outlined in Fr. Healy’ s letter of
June 8, 1989.”

ye

Re

will I honor that Agrees
with. it!”

GU’s Dirty Deeds — Done Dirt Cheap
Every week, hundreds of Georgetown
students find their favorite clothes rotting in moldy heaps on top of grungy,

+ “Sept. 13,1989
— Letter to Dr. Chapman from Fr. O’Donovan:
“I must reaffirm Fr. Healy's decision,

Biology, according to your original
agreement with. the university. Not only

Reed Martin

Laundry Room Movers and Shakers: Kick "em When They re Up, Kick "em When They're Down

Fr. Kreeze, Provost:

“You are the permanent chairman of

| PRESENTED ©Y DORMLIFE HORRORS. INC.

the Redskins, won the

Jeffrey J. Renzulli

The Hilltop Is Ruled by a Tyranny of the Majority
The discourse this semester at Georgetown about the
Stewards Society appears to have reached an all-time

low.
Given the excessive scrutiny of the Stewards’ leaders
that has now become shamelessly routine, Brian Jones’

impeachment as president of the College Democrats is
not surprising. What is both sad and astonishing is the
vengeance with which it was pursued through the
campus media.
Unfortunately, although I have been pursuing a law
degree here in Boston, I cannot claim to be free of

responsibility for this situation. As the leader of the
undergraduate

members

of the Stewards

Society

in

In fact, some of us were — but I wasn’t.

At the time we disbanded, I thought our friends
would respect us. I thought our clubs, teams and fraternities would support us and our administration would

events of nearly two years ago.

fraternity brothers did ‘welcome

with others the projects, the people and the purpose of

the society — the enormous wall of suspicion around
the Stewards would come crashing down.
I was wrong. Our ravenous community devoured
every morsel of information we offered and kept
demanding more. In the end, although we told the
campus who we were, what we did and why we did it,
these demands exceeded our explanations.
I, like many Stewards, grew tired of jumping through

the

trust that others told us we had betrayed, our actions of
openness seemed to have, ironically enough, perpetuated that mistrust. “If you didn’t do anything
wrong,” people often asked us, “why did you disband?”
Second,I thought that by disbanding we were taking
a positive stance in favor of something we believed in.

protect us. Again, I was wrong.

The first mistake I made was to think that through
disbanding — along with taking the initiative to share

important

prejudice threatened our unique beliefs. It didn’t then,

~ and it hasn’t since.
Where our intentions were to reach out and foster the
Within weeks after the Stewards

February 1988, I was the one who decided to disband
the undergraduate group.
At that time, I grievously miscalculated the
community’s response to our actions. Like the aftershock of a jarring earthquake, Brian Jones’ dismissal
last month was due in large part to the tumultuous

While some of our friends stood loyally by, others
turned against us so quickly that even the most basic
form

of communication

with

them

became,

and

teachers

and

remains to this day, nearly impossible.
Several

of our clubmates,

coaches,

us back into their

hearts and seek honest dialogue. Many more, however,

vilified and condemned us. They demanded our resignations, sought our humblest apologies and continually
questioned us. Many said we were confused and
manipulated pawns of people with ulterior motives. In
hindsight, I realize now that pawns we indeed were —
but only of the very people whose condemnations made
us contritely bow our heads and seek forgiveness.
We thought a university proudly claiming to be an
open haven for the world’s most promising and diverse
intellectual elite would protect us from those whose

".

Marieann Zochowski
SES ’90

a

ministrators have continued this uncivil harassment by
frequently seeking to meddle in the personal lives of
several members of the society.
In short, while we Stewards expected our stance to

eventually induce contemplative and challenging
thought, the course of events indicate it merely encouraged rash judgmental action, crude name-calling
and slanderous attacks.
Thankfully, I learned the perils of this approach early
in life when eagerness to please, inexperience in the
ways of the world and conflicting loyalties may be
cited as partial causes. Yet, long after my departure, the
unfortunate effects of this folly have lingered on.
When an honest, upstanding and trustworthy individual like Brian Jones is impeached from the office
he has rightfully earned solely because of whom he
chooses to associate with, one can only wonder if this

whole thing has gone too far. Alexis deTocqueville
once wrote that, “what I find most repulsive in America

is not the extreme freedom reigning there but the
shortage of guarantees against tyranny.”
Such is my concern with Georgetown — a concern,
I’ve come to realize, that is well worth fighting for.
Jeffrey J. Renzulli is a 1988 graduate of the College

Compiled by Jeremy Bash

and Lee Flanagan

When
the Vietnam
memorial was dedicated.

Meeting Sarah.

Vets

Chad Kalebic
SBA 93
and Sarah

Bob Karig

Fr. Colin Campbell

Prince was gone.

forward,

fraternities of our sort. Since then, Student Life ad-

MBA

91

Professor of Government

When Prince Charles got mar- ried, I was so depressed. My

came

written policy was promulgated that sought to distance
the university from the-implication they condoned

What is your most memorable moment fromthe 1980°s?

After the 1980 election, my
saying that Ronald Reagan would
be a disaster as President.

. Super Bowl and when I woke up
one morning and found out that.
we bombed Libya.
Mark Shaheen
CAS ’90

hoops. I quickly realized just how
sanctity of one’s private life really is.

The night the U.S. hockey team

beat the Russians and our goalie
wrapped himself in the American
flag.
Josh Habermann
SLL ’90

Coming to America.
Libasse Seck
Originally from Senegal
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The 80’s at Georgetown

HEA

The 1980’s: GU’s
Healy, Ewing Dominate Ten Years of
Controversy and Change at Georgetown
HOYA Features Editor

. Much can change in a decade.
~ As the "80s rolled in ten years ago, few
among today’s Georgetown students
knew that the gleaming spires of the
Hilltop awaited them. Today’s freshmen
were

then

in third

grade,

and

they

probably worried more about number
tables and grammar than college calculus and Western Civ.
And

at Georgetown

too, now

in its

third century, the 80s brought many
changes.

Often

controversial,

some-

times exciting, it was an era dominated
by

personalities.

Timothy

Healy,

SJ,

former university president, reigned
supreme, if not autocratically, for most
of the decade. And for four years, from
1981 to 1985, Patrick Ewing rallied the
campus on the basketball court, bringing
Georgetown an NCAA title in 1984.
“ Still others —

professors,

students,

lecturers — contributed to Georgetown
in other ways. Over the past ten years
Georgetown’s reputation and ranking
‘have continued to rise. The century-long
process of transformation at Georgetown

ob
ol
|

|

—

from

the small, provincial

religious college it was in the 1800s to
~ the respected, heterogeneous national
| university it has become— forged ahead.
{at increased speed this decade. And
nancially, fueled by the efforts of
3 ealy and university treasurer George
‘Houston,

the endowment

skyrocketed

from less than $100 million in 1980 to
its current $245 million.
~ But at what price change? Questioned
in this decade was the nature of a

rr

CE

The 80s was a decade of controversies at Georgetown.

The

greatest,

the

TITRE

legal battle between the university and
the Gay People of Georgetown University (GPGU), arose at the dawn of the
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1988, that netted $178 million. And in

plan ran about $12,600. Today this cost
has increased to near $20,000.

Still this decade-long increase was not
enough to save the dental school. The
Board of Directors voted in March, 1987

to close the financially struggling school

A flurry of construction this decade
was one of the the central sources of
Georgetown’s rising expenses. As the
decade began the university guaranteed
only one year of on-campus housing to
students. To remedy this, the university
poured money into the renovation of
Nevils and the construction of Village B,
both of which opened in 1983. And in
1986 construction ended on Village C.
Today the school guarantees three years
on-campus housing to all students.

TT

Dr. Alan Fishman
Dr. David W. Weiss
1700 N Moore St.
Arlington, Va.
EYES EXAMINED
FULL OPTICAL SERVICES
AVAILABLE
20% DISCOUNT
TO STUDENTS
on contact lenses and
prescription glasses

524-7111

Tag,

Gil

Gerard,

Wow,

Absolut

Vodka,

Devo,

Dabney

Coleman, Air Supply, Donkey Kong,
Rick James, STYX, “Domo Arigato Mr.
Roboto!,”’ Gilbert Godfreid, Taco,
“Puttin’ on the Ritz,” The Dream
Academy, Tiffany, Debbie Gibson,
Fawn Hall, “Hacky Sack,” Nine and a

affoto Dynasty.
The Terminator; Mary

Watt," Armold Schwarzenegger, Evian,

ElizabethiMastrantoniosLatry Bud Mel-

For classroom, office and community '| D’Arby, David Letterman, “Where's the

Hinkley, Elle. Maepherson, Leora

space, the 80s saw the building of two

Beef?” Fatal Attraction, Huey

monoliths,

and the News, Tom Clancy, Steve Jobs,
Ratt, Winger, Warrant, White Lion,
Whitesnake, Great White, Oliver North.

the

Intercultural

Center,

completed in 1982, and the Leavey Center, completed in 1988. The university
found funding for the solar-decked ICC
from the U.S. Congress as an experiment
in solar energy resources. Leavey, however, cost the school $56 million.
Though the increased living space on
campus has led to a decrease in the number of students living off-campus, bitter
town-gown battles have continued
throughout the decade. Local residents,
acting through the Advisory Neighborhood

Commission

(ANC),

have

repeatedly fought to make the university
exert its control over off-campus students, and just this year, under ANC
pressure, the university enacted a new
off-campus adjudication policy that allows residents to file complaints with
the university. The new policy, which
precipitated student complaint, could
lead to the adjudication of off-campus
students for their actions away from
campus.
Student Activites in the *80s

Lewis

Fast Times at Ridgemont High,
Patrick Swayze, INXS, Dan Quayle,
Bright Lights Big City, Corona Beer,
Live Aid, Band Aid, Farm Aid, “Real
People,” Cold Fusion, Liposuction,
Robin Givens, Tommy Tutone, Ken
Ober, Flashdance, Valley Girls, John

Davidson, Spin Magazine, Rob Lowe,
Gary Coleman, Spy Magazine, Keith
Haring, The Police, Michael Dukakis,
Dan Rather, Jim McMahon, Ed McMahon, Michael J. Fox, “Refrigerator”
Perry, Platoon, L.A. Gear, Human
League, British Knights, Aerobics, Men
at Work, Skip Stevenson, Hair Mousse,
Donna Rice, Jessica Hahn, Andrew Dice
Clay, “That’s Incredible,” colored contacts, Reeboks, Calvin Klein Jeans, Sam
Kinison, R.E.M., The US Festival, The
Breakfast Club, Stealth, MX, B-1, Tama
Janowitz, Bruce Willis, Nintendo, Spike
Lee, “Hans and Franz,” Al Sharpton,
The Motels, “Ooh la-la Sasson!,” Jesse
Jackson, “Comic Relief,” Emilio Estevez, Dexy’s Midnight Runners, John

Among student groups, both success

Candy, Breakin’ 2 - Electric Boogaloo,

and scandal filled the ’80s. In 1983,
Student Activities discovered that an un-

Soft Cell, Weird Al Yankovich, Oral
Roberts, “Cheers,” Elvis Impersonators,

dergraduate had embezzled $3,000 from
the Student Entertainment Commission,
which

organized

concerts,

student ac-

See EIGHTIES, p. 7
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International Education Services invites applications for a one year assignment in
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cover letter accompanied by a recent photo to:
International Education Services, Shin-Taiso Building, 10-7
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Fax Number: (81) - 03 - 463 - 7089

We treat open pores, acne, acne scars, black-

heads, whiteheads, some damaged skin,
permanent hair removal.
If you want to look fabulous for New Year's,
start now.

:

Lazer

son, Tom Hanks, Tommy Chalkin, Tony
Mandarich, Nutrasystem diets, Donald
Trump, “We're not gonna take it,”
Michelob Dry, Die Hard, Steven

Be all that you can be (and more).
OPTOMETRIST
ROSSLYN
METRO CENTER

Albano,

Heavyhands, “Gag me with a spoon!”
Any Which Way But Loose, Bow Wow

Dancing, PMRC, Tipper Gore, Mel Gib-

Extra Strength Coridoms, Terence Trent

The Building Decade

Lou

Jay Leno, “Family Ties,” Run-D.M.C.,
Aldo Nova, Aldo Chela, Billy Crystal,
PMS, Scritti Politti, Ivan Boesky,
Nutrasweet, Jason Takes Manhattan,
Eurythmics, “Pass the Dutchie,”
Heathers, Wham!, Guess Jeans, Max
Headroom, Captain Sensible, David
Stockman,” Men Without ‘HatS?Jdmes

Patrick Ewing (CAS 85) brought Georgetown an NCAA Championship.

the university’s endowment brought
him the accolades of many in the Georgetown community. Under the direction
of university treasurer George Houston,
the university swung its endowment
drive efforts into high gear during the
"80s. “We got into the game late,” Houston told The HOYA last year. “We’re
doing a lot of catch-up and we’re doing
a very good job.”

Five, “Rock Against Drugs,” Captain

dans, Freddy Krueger, The Beastic Boys,

Chung tonight,” Corey Hart, Macintosh

Yet, despite this criticism of his
methods, Healy’s success in boosting

“Diff rent Strokes,” Loverboy, Cellular
Car Phones, Peaches & Herb, Nine to

Computers, Against All Odds, Air Jor-

ill afford the loss of this large amount of

The Eighties at Georgetown

narians in graduate level studies
declined by more than half, according to

AZT,

“Ah,

Menudo,

No,” Power Ties, SDI, Walter Mondale,
Ferris Bueller, Joe Isuzu, Aliens, U.S.
Sprint, “The Wonder Years,” Mark Harmon, Gremlins, Paul Hogan, Dirty

for private universities, Georgetown can

1980 the combined cost of tuition, an
average dorm room, and the full board

the last 20 years, the number of semi-

MADD,

Syndrome,

face,””

Goldberg, Rainman, Safe Sex, Juice
Newton, TRON, “Everbody Wang

$641,000 grant from the Libyan govern-

the same period, to cover addition expenses such as an increase in faculty and
construction, tuition skyrocketed. In

fought, and lost, an eight-year legal battle to block the recognition of a gay
group on campus, a group whose principles conflict with accepted Church
dogma.
This in a decade that saw a decline of
crisis proportions in vocations within
the United States. Though the Catholic
population has grown by 15 percent over

Gun,

80,

Half Weeks.
PTL, Rock Against Drugs, “Just Say

ment to create a faculty position in Arab
culture. Under pressure from the Georgetown community and Jewish groups,
Healy returned the money in February,
1981.
“In these difficult and dangerous times

Times. And today there are only 52 active Jesuits at Georgetown. Back in the
1950’s 30 to 40 percent of faculty at
Georgetown were Jesuit.

continues to decline. The university

Shock

you

“Moon-

Star

Bryan Adams, “Herb the Hamburger
Nerd,” Bloom County, Whoopi

Less than a year after the GPGU controversy arose, Healy found himself in
another quagmire: a controversy over a

the issue, but this time the amounts were

“Fernando,”

Vangelis, “Buck Rogers in the 25th Censhaddappa

Eddie Murphy,

Robert Bork, “I want my MTV,” Contragate, Ghostbusters, “Who shot J.R.?”
Demi Moore, U2, Roger Rabbit, Van
Hagar, E.T., Justine Bateman, Willow,
Duran Duran, Guns ’'n’ Roses, Cindy
Lauper, DAT, Les Miserables, Tom
Cruise, “99 Red Balloons,” Rollerblades.
)

ing financial disaster.” The administration also blamed a decreased dental
school enrollment nationwide. The
phaseout sparked campus outrage from
dental students and faculty who saw the
move as an example of president
Healy’s unilateral high-handedness.
Healy’s domineering reputation often
drew blame from faculty and students.

Moonwalking,
tury,” Toxic

Players,

Jessica, Jim and Tammy Faye Bakker,

"to avoid what they termed an “impend-

nis DeYoung, Gravity Boots, Erin Grey,

Yuppies, “Thirtysomething,” Compact
Walkman Radios, “The Cosby Show,”
George Michael, Michael Jordan, “The
Far Side,” Indiana Jones, Batman, Baby

cost, to complete the project.

what John Carroll intended; a university
that expresses in corporate acts:-as Well
as in teaching, the ancient’ Christian
grasp of right and wrong as knowable
and different.”
Five years later money would again be

©

Ferraro, Lifecycles, Hyundais, Sarah
Purcell, Salman Rushdie, Richard Simmons, Nautilus Equipment, Joe Biden,
Back To The Future, Godley & Creme,
“Mork and Mindy,” Hulk Hogan, Den-

Disk

lighting,” Top

an appeal to the D.C. Court of Appeals.
The case held up a $127 million
municipal bond issue that the university
had intended to use as the primary
source of funding for the now completed
Leavéy Center. D.C. Mayor Marion
Barry blocked the bond issue, citing
Georgetown’s violation of the District’s
1977 Human Rights Act. Despite this,
the university used short term loans from
commercial banks, though at a greater

a July 9, 1989 article in The New York

Catholic, Jesuit university in an increas-

Do you remember the “Outrageous
80’s?”
Reaganomics, Miami Vice, AIDS,
Rambo, VHS recorders, Pac Man, Coke
Classic, Crack, Cats, Bon Jovi, Retin A,

Court in 1983, and then won in 1987 on

much larger. Campus-wide protests calling on Georgetown to divest its holdings, totaling $28.6 million, in
companies conducting business in South
Africa wrent the campus. In April, the
university had 35 members of the Student Coalition Against Apartheid and
Racism arrested after they built a shanty
town on Copley lawn in protest. The
charges, however, were later dropped
and in September 1986 the university
Board of Directors voted that the universit divest all holdings in these companies.
Throughout the decade the Board of
Directors, Healy and the Alumni Association have given increased attention
to the growing strain on the university’s
finances. In 1981 the administration
began a capital campaign, lasting until

_ingly secular world — a world in which
the relative influence and power of the
Catholic Church and the Jesuit order

by Reed A. Martin
HOYA Staff Writer

decade, and ended only with the
university’s 1988 decision not to carry
the battle to the Supreme Court. GPGU
sued in 1980 to gain “club” status at
Georgetown, lost in the D.C. Superior

money,” wrote Healy to the faculty. “On
the other hand Georgetown must: be

8

Do You Remember
The Outrageous 80’s?

Decade of Growth
by Eugene Sloan

rd

Call Celina for a free half hour consultation.
25% off during December.
1806 Wisconsin Ave, Georgetown

625-6161

Gift Certificates Available

The Wanger, USA for Africa.
The A-Team, Katrina and the Waves,
Hands Across America, Thriller, Geraldo, Oprah, Ecstasy, Falco, Geraldine,

Wright, Carl Lewis, Bobby Brown, “Der
Kommisar,” Return of the Jedi, Kim
Basinger, CNN, Paulina Porizkova,

man: The: Billiohlire Boys: Club, John

Helmsley, Pat Sajak, Neiia Cherry, Footloose, “Members Only” jackets; Paula
Abdul,

New

Kids

on

the

Block, La

Bamba, Ziggy Marley, Charlie Sheen,
Vanna White, Hall and Oates,
Facts of Life,” Frankie Goes to
lywood, A Flock of Seagulls,
Blinded Me With Science,” Jet

“The
Hol“She
‘Skis,

Corey

Bette

Feldman,

Midler,

Rick

“Hey

Vern!”

Moranis,

Richard

Dreyfuss, Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure, Kari Wurhur, Bernard Goetz,
“Bosom Buddies,” Trivial Pursuit, Wine
Coolers, Morton Downey Jr., Robert

Downey Jr., Young Guns, “You look
Mahvelous,” Kiefer Sutherland, Haagen
Dazs, “Wilding,” Ben & Jerry’s, Extra

Strength Tylenol.
Lee Iacocca, Pictionary, “Charles in

Charge,” Gary Hart,

“Make my day,”

Andrew Wyeth, Less Than Zero, “Turn-

ing Japanese,” Michael Keaton, “Rock
me Amadeus,” Pete Rose, Kevin
Costner, “We Are The World,” Paul
Schaffer, “Yeah that’s the ticket!”
Bartles and Jaymes, Honda Scooters,
Christa McAuliffe, Centipede, Glenn
Close,
Samantha
Fox, Scarface,
Rosanne Barr, “Silver Spoons,” Loverboy, “A Current Affair,” Fax Machines,

The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, Holly
Hunter, Melissa Manchester, Nicholas
Cage, Bull Durham, Reed Martin, Pole
Position,
Firestarter,
“Voodoo
Economics,” The Karate Kid Part 3,
See LIST, p. 7
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COLLEGE
STUDENTS
MAJORING IN
HEALTH
PROFESSIONS
Discover a challenging,

rewarding future that puts
you in touch with your skills.
Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities for professional
development with great pay and

benefits, normal working hours,
complete medical and dental care,
and 30 days vacation with pay per
year. Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force health professional. Call

MSGT DAVE MATHEWS
301-981-7897
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The 80’s at Georgetown
The Eighties Were
Most Outrageous

KARL HENTE

1989: Year
Of Change
“Now that it’s time for all of those
“end of the ’80s” reviews, one can

“Baby on Board,” Sean and Madonna,
Lyme

Bucharest and rules the Romanian
people with an iron fist. Yet the spotlight hasn’t escaped his oppressive
regime, thanks to a blast from the past
named Nadia, who has just backflipped over her country’s barbed wire
borders — a move surpassing anything she ever did in Montreal.
One of the ironies of 1989 is that all
this wonderful change occurred onthe

HOYA

ductions and home acces-

sories invites you to EARN AS
YOU LEARN in a temporary
holiday or permanent part
time position open at a location near you.

pleasant surroundings, and, if

you're

interested, career

growth opportunities.
Call or come by and visit our
store and we'll talk about how
your goals and schedule will
fit ours.

‘Georgetown Park
333-0852

Mazza Gallerie

EIGHTIES, from p. 6
tivities and dances. The commission
was disbanded.
For five months the university had no
group to organize campus events, until
the administration created the Georgetown Program Board (GPB) in
February 1984. The new group became
financially responsible to a dean of
budgetary expenditures and was reorganized from top to bottom.
At the same time the SEC embezzlement surfaced, the Philodemic Society

coach, James Unger, was suspended
from Georgetown for alleged misappropriation of funds. Yet that same
year, 1983, saw perhaps the greatest
student success of the decade, the estab-

raucous behavior that had taken place
during past commencements. The behavior included jumping, screaming
and the firing-off of champagne bottles.
By 1987 the wild student behavior
finally convinced the administration to
cancel the unified ceremony and in May
1988 the five undergraduate schools of
Georgetown graduated separately.
The abortion issue also divided stu-

dents and administration throughout
the decade. In March 1984 administration officials forbade the Women’s
Caucus

from

distributing

a booklet

“Health Care for Women: A Guide to
Services in the D.C. Metropolitan
Area” because it included a controversial section about abortion. Healy at

Equal Opportunity Employer

Tour, “The

Greatest American

Hero,”

Ishtar, Alley Sheedy, Eugene Levy,

Billy Idol, Twisted Sister, Martin Short,

“Wacky Wall-Walkers,” Mike Tyson,
Daryl Hannah, David Hasselhoff,
Michael Douglas, “Magnum P.I.,”
Romancing the Stone, Phil Collins,

“They’re heeeere . . . ” Lisa Bonet, “Star
Search,”

The

California

Raisins, The

Bangles,

“Spenser for Hire,” The

Hooters,

River Phoenix, Twins, Vanth

Dreadstar, Purple Rain, The J. Geils
Band, FJ vored Popcorn, Quiet Riot,
War C .mes, friendship bracelets,
“Hawk,” Pat Benatar, UB40, Adam and
the Ants, Krull, Anthony Edwards, Jane

Fonda

Workouts,

Samantha

Smith,

Wayne Gretzky, Sam Donaldson,“1 hate

topher Guest, Brigitte Nielsen, Bo Jack-

when that happens . . . Tell me about it,”

James

Samurais, “America’s

Most Wanted,” Sheena Easton, Susan
Sarandon, “The Fall Guy,” Mickey
Rourke.
Iron Eagle II, “Gimme a lite,” Laura
Branigan, Sex, Lies und Videotape,
The Fat Boys, Drew Barrymore, Roadhouse, “Just Do It,” Pee-Wee Herman,

Spader,

Rubik’s

Cube,

ATTENTION GRADUATE
STUDENTS:
Please join us for a holiday social
Tuesday, December 5, 1989
5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
ICC Galleria

ASL

“Grody to the Max,” Spuds Mackenzie,
“Choose Life,” Howard the Duck.
Some people said we were trendy and
consumer oriented.
Good thing that opinion never caught
on.

apartment complexes, and throughout
the

freshman

dorms.

Back

then,

Commuter

everyone was legal.
Yet after a protracted debate in the
D.C. City Council and federal threats to
withhold funding from the District, a
new drinking law was passed, and on
October 1, 1986 the legal drinking age
increased

from

18

to

21,

with

date.
In concurrence with the new law, the

university adopted a tough new alcohol
policy forbidding open containers with
alcohol across campus and closing
freshman dorms to alcohol. The policy
also tightened regulations governingon
and off-campus parties, limiting the
hours of parties, requiring the presence
of alternative beverages at parties, and
requiring the host to file with the
, university before holding a party.
Since the new regulations began, the
, trend has been for students to take their

parties off-campus and also to frequent
the bar areas of M Street and Wisconsin
Avenue.

Still,

the

university

Crossword

a

grandfather clause exempting those
who met the 18 year minimum on that

has

loosened both its restrictions and its
enforcement slowly since the regulations appeared, and, while it isn’t 1985,

the social atmosphere has indeed
changed since the alcohol Bgulstions
began.

ACROSS
1 Spar
5 “—, poor
Yorick...”
9 Complain
13 Division word
14 Got up
15 Margarine
- 16 Penniless
18 Divorce city
19 Mend
20 Clayey earth
21 Astaire e.g.
23 Energy units
24 Locale
25 Set aside
28 Clipped
1
31 Wonderland
girl
32 Fair grades
33 Place for
coins
35 Take a chance
36 Stephen
Vincent —
37 Ms Louise
38 Bye-bye
»

a
Other Georgetown Changes
In October, 1986 Georgetown
dropped its affiliation with the powerful Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS). In accepting the
request of the center to sever ties, the
university Board of Directors said the
Washington-based think tank, which
housed such foreign policy experts and
actors as Henry Kissinger, Zbigniew
Brzezinski,

Richard

Allen

and Jeane

Kirkpatrick, had moved away from the
academic functions for which it was
founded. They cited the center’s increasing role as a political and media
resource rather than an institute for
scholarly research.
In a related incident, CSIS associate
Robert McFarlane, former National

Security Advisor, had suggested to Col.
Oliver North that he oversee clandestine arms sales to Iran from the Georgetown center, according to the Tower

Report on the Iran-Contra Affair.
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Pack away
Coal
weight
Tapestry
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visible
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common
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of the
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need
32 Desist’s
partner
34 Paves roads
36 Flowers
40 Underground
worker
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volcano
Highlander
Comic sketch,
Being: Lat.
Doze
Bullfight.
cheer

Answer to today’s puzzle, see page 6.

Nicer than where you live now!
6 apartments (5 studios and one 1 BR)
Minutes from campus and Rosslyn Metro.
Ideal equity-share purchase opportunity
for parents/students.
Parents enjoy great tax benefits, and when you
graduate, sell and enjoy the profits.
Terrific amenities include:
Pool, jacuzzi, convenience store, theatres,
cleaners, security building, and good location.

CALL
Sponsored by the Graduate Student
Organization — G.S.O.

Mary

Stuart Masterson, The Go-Go’s, Vanessa Williams, Cabbage Patch Kids,

IT'S CHEAPER THAN A DORM!

966-7440

Th
Boneh 2
Company

’n’

III in 3-D, David Bowie’s Glass Spider

son, “Beauty and the Beast,” Beverly
Hills Cop, Skittles, Drakkar, Joe Pis-

cipo, Suzuki

Healy Leads GU Through 80’s:
Decade of Controversy and Change

We are a rapidly expanding
company, opening 50 additional new stores a year. We
can offer a flexible schedule,

File Photo

Timothy S. Healy, SJ, led the Hilltop through ano ciabves legal battle with GPGU while president at Georgetown.

The Bombay Company
is a Study in Style!
of fine antique English repro-

Salt

of Christ, Mr. T, Dirk Benedict, Chris-

SALES
ASSOCIATES
international specialty retailer

Law,”

The Church Lady, The Last Temptation

first reversed this decision, but then one
lishment of the Georgetown University
month later he changed his mind and
Student Federal ‘Credit Union. The
again canceled the publication, citing
credit union, an all-student run credit
the advice given him by university
union,
now,
holds
near
$1.
million
in
#4
oo
lawyers. i rans! YA AT
|, student and university funds and boasts
heels of the horror of Tiananmensii
More recently, a ‘group vof 70 students
s}:~-around
100
student,
employees...
353
[Square last June. Wheti the world’s
met this October, to, form a new. proIn. 1984, the student: government
I! eyes were soundly focused on the stuchoice’
Campus ‘group, ‘Hoyas for
rewrote
their
constitution,
establishing
|
dents of Beijing, commentators spoke
Choice. The group, however, has not
the Georgetown University Student Asiiof the potential for even ‘more reform
yet applied to become an officiallysociation (GUSA), after years of comin China — a country that had seen so
recognized student organization.
plaints
over
the
effectiveness
and
much economic advancement this _
Twice in this decade questions on the
purpose
of
the
student
government.
The
decade.
procedure and goals of Georgetown’s
change,
according
to
the
last
president
But when the tanks rolled through
tenure policy have sparked campus
of the old government, aimed to
Tiananmen, the world watched in dis~
protest and debate. In June 1982 the
downgrade
the
role
of
politics
in
the
gust . . . and worried about the
university denied tenure to history
group, to improve: the organizational
prospects for similar calls for reform
professor
Thomas Ricks, despite the
structure
and
form
a
more
powerful
exthat were getting louder in Eastern
history department’s 15-0, vote recomecutive, and to define the group’s role
Europe. Would the tanks roll there
mending his approval. The letter denywithin the university.
too? Like so often in the past: 1956
ing tenure stated Ricks “insufficient
The exposure in February, 1988 of the
and 1968 to cite the two most tragicalevidence of teaching scholarship.” The
Stewards,
a
secret,
all-male
society,
ly famous examples.
senior class of the School of Foreign
caused a fierce campus reaction. The
In 1968, when the Brezhnev
Service had awarded Ricks the “DistinStewards,
founded
in
1982
by
Manuel
Doctrine proved mightier than Prague
guished Teaching Award” that year and
Miranda (SFS’82) and Richard Cellini
Spring, no one could have fathomed
Ricks scored approval ratings near 90
(CAS’84, LAW’87), were criticized for
that Alexander Dubcek would return
percent in student evaluations.
being elitist because they only recruited
two decades later to lead the
More recently, the denial of tenure
student leaders and influential campus
demonstrations in Bratislava. In 1956,
this fall to Dan Moshenberg, a popular
members for their group. The group met
when the U.S. begged off from helpEnglish professor, led to student protest
secretly, and was criticized for the posing Hungary when Soviet tanks
against university president Leo O’sibility that they could use their highentered that nation, no one could have
Donovan, SJ, who hdd ignored the
level positions in student groups to
dreamed that 33 years in the future,
recommendations of the English
execute a secret agenda.
the Communist Party would be disdepartment and the Rank and Tenure
banded and the country made into a
Committee in making his decision. O’Student-Administration Clashes
republic.
Donovan affirmed the original decision
Now, NATO and the Warsaw Pact
made by Healy last spring.
Throughout the decade, students have
must be reworked. The world’s
repeatedly
clashed
with
the
administratextbooks must be rewritten. And
Beer Parties on Copley Lawn
tion. For the entire ten years, the issue
1989 has ultimately proven to be the
of
combined
graduation
has
divided
the
best of times, a year in which it has
During most of the decade, a weekend
school. Back in June 1981, in a letter to
been glorious to be alive, and glorious
visitor
would likely find outrageous
the
Board
of
Directors,
Healy
to be a student, watching the world
parties across the campus. Keg parties
threatened
to suspend all graduation ex| change before our eyes.
E
abounded on Copley lawn, within the
ya
————
ercises for two or three years due to the

The Bombay Company, an

“L.A.

Helen Slater, Dangerous Liaisons,
Geena Davis, Jordache, “Downtown
Julie Brown,” Red Dawn, “The Boz,”
Lee Atwater, Martha Quinn, Police
Academy 6, Tone
Loc,
Bobcat
Goldthwait, “Hill Street Blues,” Teddy
Ruxpin, Mary Lou Retton, Swatch
Guards,
Tootsie,
Atari
2600,
“Remington Steele,” Haley’s Comet,

autumn of our content, a weirdly

named Ceauscecu, who resides in

Disease,

Pepa, Blue Thunder, “The Day After,”

‘seen more tumultuous events than it
has deserved through the centuries.
In Eastern Europe during this

lovakia. The rumblings of change are
even evident in Bulgaria.
It seems the only dinosaur left is

Videos,” Dennis Quaid, “I feel the need
. for speed,” Albert Hakim, “Gnarly
Dude! ”” John Cougar Mellencamp, Jaws

Cereal, The Brat Pack, “Knight Rider,”
Three Men and a Baby, Cher, A Fish
Called Wanda, Suction Cup Garfields,

decade. And most all of this change,
indeed, has occurred in one small
corner of the world, an area that has

came crumbling down. Now, in
December, new leaders in Czechos-

Emo Phillips, Rocky IV, “Friday Night

Poltergeist, Kevin Kline, Sharper Image
Catalogs, This is Spinal Tap, “Well isn’t
that special?” Smurfberry Crunch

reflect on what a fascinating decade it
has been. But there’s something even
more dynamic to look at — and it all
happened this year. In fact, it’s all happened since September.
More has taken place to transform
the rubric of our global political environment in the past four months
than in the previous nine years of the

wonderful domino effect may eventually prove to render the continent’s
current alliance system joyously irrelevant. Yet it has had little to do
with the dominoes that the Kennans
and Achesons of the world warned us
about forty years ago.
“Communism has collapsed,” wideeyed Western conservatives have
heartily applauded, as “People Power”
has swept through the Slavic lands. It
is there that they truly did start the
fire, this youthful generation that has
managed, in one fell swoop, to topple
both the old guard of leadership and
the ideology that sustained it in power
for so long.
Every month a new country enters
the bright lights of world attention.
Poland in September. Hungary in October. A month later, East Germany —
and the most famous wall in the West

LIST, from p. 6
‘Robert Townsend, Sushi, Robocop;~
Epilady, Appollonia, Vanity, ‘‘Mallrats,”’

BARB NORTHAM OR SANDY FATZ,
Re-Max Elite at 250-8500
to see these and for details.
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Undergraduate and Graduate Students
Earn 6-9 credit hours through participating in a
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Tuesday, December 5,1989

Special Study Abroad Opportunity
Regional Conflicts in the Eastern Mediterranean:

Greece, Turkey, Israel, Egypt, and Cyprus
May 21 - July 7, 1990

a

A

All main campus students
who preregistered for
Spring Term 1990

Spend your summer exploring the Eastern Mediterranean and learning about regional conflicts:
Greek-Turkish, Israeli-Arab, Greek- Cypriot-Turkish« Cypriot, and Israeli-Palestinian.

Take a look beyond the headlines.

i

The Univeristy Registrar
announces:

Open your eyes to new perspectives on the people and places ofthe region,
and visit these lands whose histories extend over some 5000 years.

Preregistration Results Pickup
Program
¢

Objectives

December 6 & 7, noon to 6 p.m.

2

ICC Galleria
and

To explore the fistorical background and common heritage of the Eastern Mediterranean and its pogples.
2
To apply theories of inter- state andinter- communal conflict and conflict resolution.
To see first hand how
outside powersSe

participants

perceive

themselves, their adversaries,

Preregistration Completion

and

J

To understand the: role of i ralgion. rationalism, and geopolitics in these conflicts.

December 8 & 11, 10:30 to 4:30 p.m.*
ICC 115

For more information and an application, please contact:

*See the instructions

Dr. Prodromos Yannas
School of International Service

for the earliest hour you may report

-

The American University
4400 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20016-8071
;

’

(202) 885-1627

The program is open to graduate, undergraduate, and other interested students as auditors.
Anyone interested is encouraged to apply.
:

AVOID
REGISTRATION

EER

:

Macintosh’ computers have always been easy to use. But they've
never been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple” Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there’ no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money.

.
J

Hs...

Print...

a
=

l

Now through January 31.
\

© 1989 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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An affirmative action/equal opportunity institution.

Medical Center Library
or Purchasing
687-1083
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Sports
“I knew that the shot clock was run-

Hoyas Squish Spiders

ning

As Sheehan Scores 14
that their pressure

SPIDERS, from p. 12
Richmond (3-1)came back with a
relentless defensive press to open the
second half, and rallied to within a point.
“We were trying to make something
happen, and our press really got us
going,” Richmond coach Stephanie
Gaitley said.
x
But the Hoyas were not to be rattled.
“We worked on our press break on
‘Thursday and Friday, because we knew

said

Ihave to give our team credit for keeping
[its] poise.”
Junior point guard Maria Ayres
provided the spark with a three-pointer
before penetrating and hitting a floating
jumper as the shot clock expired with
5:08 left to put the Hoyas up by five.

0006.

HOME!

EARN MONEY TYPING AT

$32,000/yr. income potential.

Details. 1-602-838-8885 Ext T-4304

ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602-838-8885 EXT. A 4304.

ADOPTION - Warm caring couple unable
to have children wishes to share their love
and success with newborn infant or twins.
Let us give your child a lifetime of love and
security. We will pay medical and legal
|

expenses.

Please call Jeanne Marie and

| Rich collect, (301) 461-5753 eves. and
COLLEGE TOURS- The nation’s largest
and most successful Spring Break tour
operator needs friendly and enthusiastic
campus representatives for Spring Break in
CANCUN. Earn good commissions, valuable experience, and FREE TRIPS! Noth-

MODELS/ACTORS

Featuring poems ;on humor,

songs,

rap

No

ex-

count for quantity purchases.

WENDELL

DANIELS—MARKETING SPECIALIST
8450, Anthony Wayne Ave., Cinci., Ohio
45216
products

home with children. Let us lavish

~ love and attention on your infant. Medical
expenses paid. Call (collect): (301)424-

Dodgers who fired the shot while

ing lineup in World Series history.

squad his freshman year.

“The difference in the game, if you put
our team on the floor with that team one
year ago, is Kris Witfill,” said Knapp.
“She is an intelligent player who can use
her dribble to create things for herself
and her teammates.”
“They played a real solid game, *’ said
Coach Gaitley. “They are young and
definietly a team on the rise.”

the Oakland Athletics were busy
failing an Orel exam.
In the 1988 fall classic, Dodger
captain Kirk Gibson lived the stuff

That
capped
Dodger
another

of which dreams are made. In the
bottom of the ninth inning and
facing the baseball’s premier

case, Bulldog. Hershiser shut out
opposing hitters for 59 consecutive
innings, breaking Hall-of-Famer

reliever, Oakland’s Dennis Eckersley, Gibson, with Mike Davis on

Don Drysdale’s record, and was
named NLCS Most Valuable

Call 24 hours. (202)

exciting ski and sun destinations. For more
information ‘call 1-800-648-4849.

ATTENTION: HIRING! Government jobs
- your area. $17,840-$69-485. Call 1-602838-8885. Ext. R4304.

LIVE IN VIRGINIA NEAR FASHION MALL
METRO - short metro trip to school; large,
new efficiency with study/desk area; TV,

BLACK SCARF LOST IN REISS 262 —

cable, stereo, washer/dryer,

Street, N.W., D.C.
842-0869.

MOTHER'S HELPER: Live in or out. Good

magazine throughout

campus

fidential.

I'M DRIVING TO KILLINGTON OR
SMUGGLERS’ NOTCH (haven't decided
which yet) over Christmas break. Plan to
leave from D.C. on 1/6 and return on 1/12.
* Ifinterested in sharing ride/gas, please call
Theresa at 333-5295.

Phone

collect

Hope/Bruce

WANTED - Students to join the '89-'90
Student Travel Services’ Sales Team. Earn

EXPERT RUSH WORD PROCESSING or

CASH and/or FREE Winter and Spring

TYPING. Done by Professionals. 1522 K

Break vacations. Travel with the best to our

WORD PROCESSING TRANSCRIBING —

microwave,

- A low-price service designed for students.
If interested, please call R.A. Cazallo at
719-6692. If your call cannot be answered

personally, leave message.
returned promptly.

A

|

Graduate degree programs
(MA, PhD) in International

Affairs with an emphsis on

contemporary policy-relevant
issues.

relations, Interamerican relations, international business,

comparative development,
strategic studies.

How do you S&S
wrap success?

Area

You don't need to use a ribbon. Just tell the most important people on
you re giving them a course from Stanley H. Kaplan.

February 15.

COURSES IN:

LSAT,

G

MAT,

MCAT, CGRE,
CAT,

STANLEY H. KAPI AN

Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances:

§

WASH, DC

BETHESDA

770-3444 .

LB,

. =

Latin

Eastern Europe, and the Middle East.

Fellowships and other finan-

cial aid available. Apply by

your gift list

more
and mor
4

concentrations:

America, Soviet Union and

GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL
STUDIES

PO. BOX 248123

=4.5¢

I

CORAL GABLES, FL 331243010

(305) 284-4173

NO. VA

352. TEST

rE a

a

Round TableofPolitics

BJ
1

EDUCATION
FOR THE
REAL WORLD

==

PERN

CHO

UNIVERSITY
CA

All calls

#

Special fields: International

244-1456

GEORGETOWN

UNIVERSITY OF

Review Courses

3965.

301-280-3710.

these success stories, it makes you

wonder what’s in store for the
1990s and beyond.

fe

1971.

COLLEGE STUDENTS - HOLIDAY
JOBS. Stop and rain, toxic smog and global
warming. Campaign for strong clean air
legislation. Work with USPIRG, the nation’s
largest environmental and consumer group.
Earn $40-70/day, PT/FT. Call Gary. 546-

laus, and the U.S. Olympic hockey
team all will live forever as fairy
tale wishes fulfilled. And with all

MCAT GRE
GMAT LSAT

receive $200 for 1-2 days work. Available
immediately. Call Jay Wilkinson (201) 866-

ADOPTION. Blessed with everything ex-

The triumphs of the Dodgers, Vil-lanova, N.C. State, Becker, Nick-

PRIVATE ROOM in townhouse 37th & N4
2nd semester. Washer/Dryer, Kitchen, perfect location. Call Adam 625-2906.

SINGLE ROOM /APT ON CAMPUS Available spring semester (Jan. 15th - May

QUICK MONEY- Fundraising opportunity
for your group/friends. Distribute popular
student

miraculous home run also
off an unequaled season by
pitcher Orel Hershiser,
great underdog. Or in his

19th). $400/month. Call Gil: 944-1140.

linens, etc.; parking space plus 24 hour
security; includes all utilities; one/two students; $975 323-5995.

Large reward. Please call Carola 338-2959.

(202) 463-8880.

tended family. Anxious to provide a lifetime
of love, encouragement, and support. Medical and legal assistance available. Con-

ADOPTION - Professor, wife, and our little

~ girlalllong
to adopt baby. Wife will continue

GU all afternoon.

closing minutes, played a vital role for

202-332-9319.

infant. Many cousins, aunts, uncles in ex-

Details. 602-838-8885 Ext. W-4304

Player, World Series MVP, and
topped it off by winning the Cy
Young award. All this from a
scrawny righthander who failed to
make Bowling Green’s varsity

West Coast. Dupont Model Management.

cially secure couple seeking to adopt an

at home.

second, launched a towering home
run shot off a 3-2 count to seal
game one for L.A. Not bad for a
team that NBC commentator Bob
Costas said fielded the worst start-

GREEKS - LIKE TO SPEAK? Work over
holiday break to educate & recruit
grassroots support on legislative issues.
Call Bonner & Associates, Operations Dept.

cept children, we are-an active and finan-

ATTENTION: EASY WORK EXCELLENT
Assemble

come in. $100-$300/hour. For national TV
9.
commercials, films & catalog work. New
faces also needed. Offices open on the

songs, Black Culture, Black History. Greeting Card Format. 5 samples - $3.75. Dis-

to stay

WANTED.

perience required. No photos necessary to

rates. 593-4757.

LE

minimum,

after 6:00, 967-0636

AFRICAN AMERICAN POETRY TODAY -

PAY! -

10 page

$1.75/page. Delores McGee, 452-5986,

perience at local universities. Crash courses. Preparation for exams. Reasonable

WANG, from p. 12
provided its share of spectacles, but
the decade ended exactly as it
began: with a resounding bang.
And it was the Los Angeles

old son; errands; laundry; simple cooking;
Ihk. 3-4 days/wk, 3-7 p.m. $5-7/hr. 1/2 mile
from Chain Bridge. Nonsmoker. Contact
524-0991 evenings.

tape transcription.

A Decade of Cinderella Stories

well

and medical expenses. Call Barbara and
Howard (collect 301) metro D.C. 593-6635.

WORD PROCESSING FREE PICKUP/DELIVERY. Quick turnaround including

RUSSIAN - Individual or group lessons by
~ native Russian professional 11 years ex-

was

driver's record required. Use of extra car
negotiable. Duties include: driving 14 year

456-1010.

ing to buy, we provide everything you need.
. Call CHRIS@ 1-800-395-4896.

everyone

ADOPTION: Loving couple unable to have
children seeking to adopt. Can pay legal

INTERN WANTED. Prestigious Bethesda
brokerage firmis seeking a highly motivated
individual to learn the security business
under an investment broker. Internship is
class credited. For further considerations,
call Dawn Bennett at 897-5200 or (800)

weekends.

and

Witfill, who hit two free throws in the

was tough,”

Knapp. “This team has pressured people
better than us and has beaten people
better than us, but we calmed down, and

ATTENTION:

down,

covered,” said Ayres. “I just tried to
penetrate and create a shot for myself.”
Freshman Kris Witfill’s baseline
jumper moments later sealed the victory.

Is the Cold War Over?

7

Join the Roundtable on Politics & Culture
SUMMER PROGRAM IN ANTWERP 1990

In the Panel Discussion:
‘‘Challenges for Eastern Europe in the 1990s’

May 27 - June 11, 1990
Director: Professor Bradley Billings

7:30 - 9:30 P.M.

A

HERTS
=

INFORMATIONAL MEETING SPRING 1990

ICC 107
Diplomats from the following embassies will be present:

Union of Soviet Socialist Republic
German Democratic Republic
Czechoslavak Socialist Republic

Applications available:
School for Summer and Continuing Education

Polish Peoples’ Republic
Peoples’ Republic of Bulgaria

ICC 306

Republic of Hungary

Authentic Indonesian Cuisine

Save the Children's

Cratt Shop

IRR

PURA RESTAURANT

PR A

This summer program at the Univeristy of Antwerp offers students of
economics and business the opportunity to study economic integration in
the context of the Common Market with special attention to one of the

member states, Belgium.

a self-help project

Unique Crafts From Around the World
1639 Wisconsin Ave.., N.W.

Georgetown
(202) 338-PURA

RTE

OR

on Tuesday, December 5, 1989

pin
YIN!
iindd

“+ Lunch Special $3.95

» Carry out
* Rijstafel (Saturday only)
New Location:
2803 M Street, NW.
Washington, D.C.
Now

open

(202) 342-8096
Open: Mon-Sat
at our new

Pe
Bi
TRB

=

17:

e

SERS
A

location in Georgetown
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Sports
Stoudamire’s 24 Points
Propel Hoyas to Victory
HOYA PREVIEW:
Standing tall on the horizon are the Tar
Heels of North Carolina. Georgetown
faces Dean Smith’s squad Thursday in
the Meadowlands as part of the Big
East/ACC Challenge. The two teams
have not met since the 1982 NCAA
Championship game when Michael
Jordan’s jumper from the left corner
with 16 seconds left won the title for
Carolina.
The Tar Heels have started the year off
slowly, narrowly beating James
Madison before falling to Missouri and
Alabama. Thursday night’s meeting
matches the two top seeds in the Challenge and features two of the top coaches
of the decade. The friendship between
Smith and Thompson first became
known in 1976 when Thompson was
assistant coach of the U.S. Olympic
team under Smith.
Thompson’s philosophy has been to
schedule lesser opponents early in the
season to help prepare for the tougher
Big East schedule. This year, however,
Thompson is being presented with the
challenge of preparing his team for a
formidable opponent early on.
“I didn’t want to polish things too hard
too early,” said Thompson. “You have
to put the whole pictus into perspective.”
- Chris Brown

FIU, from p. 12
slow down or attempt to feed the ball in
to Mourning in the low post.
“David has mixed things that he can
do,” said Thompson on Edwards’ intense play. Thompson said he wanted to

reach a happy medium between
Edwards’ style of play and the goals of
the team.
Although Tate did not record the offensive numbers that Stoudamire did, he

did score five points and ten rebounds,
coupled with his hustle on defense.
“I felt that Michael Tate used a lot of
energy out there on the court, diving for
balls,” said Thompson. “He’s been tentative after the knee surgery.”
Another bright spot for the Hoyas in
the second half was the play of
sophomore Ronnie Thompson. With the
loss of Tillmon to an ankle injury,
Thompson saw 14 minutes at the shooting guard position and responded by
shooting five for six from the field and
scoring 11 points.
For the afternoon, the Hoyas outrebounded FIU 48-30 and, as usual, held
the Golden Panthers to 39 percent shoot-

ing from the field. Georgetown made 23
of 35 free throws while FIU only made
it to the charity stripe nine times, six of
which they converted.

Freshman Provides GU

With Shooting Spark
Over the next six minutes, Stoudamire-

by Chris Brown
HOYA Senior Sports Editor

When Alonzo Mourning first came to
Georgetown, talk began of a dynasty.
With the Hoyas’ long line of talented
center,” what

three-point goals against the Golden
Panthers. Certainly, FIU is no Syracuse.

What could go wrong is that without

However, Stoudamire proved that he
can hit the open 15 to 20-footer consis-

guards

and

now

a super

could go wrong?
successful outside shooting, opposing
teams could simply collapse a zone
defense on Mourning and not have to
worry about the Hoyas beating them
from the outside.
Georgetown fared well last year in
making the open jumper, but this year it
was unknown entering the season who
would step forward and take Charles
Smith’s and Jaren Jackson’s place.
,
With his 24-point performance Saturday afternoon against Florida International University (FIU), freshman
Antoine Stoudamire showed. that he
definitely has the talent needed by GU
from the perimeter to complement its
powerful inside game.
Now

Stoudamire

has

given

Georgetown

will

have

solid

outside

shooting for the future.
For

PLEASE RETURN OUR
“PORCH-COW’’

tently.
Coach

John

Thompson

reacted

14 minutes, the Georgetown

of-

fense sputtered with Tillmon providing
much of the scoring with eight points.
FIU was sinking in on Mourning and
Mutombo but the Hoya guards were not
taking advantage of open jumpshots.

If Stoudamire can continue his hot
outside shooting, Thompson's game
plan will be made that much simpler.
Good outside shooting by Georgetown
will force opponents to extend zones or
switch to a man-to-man defense. This
will give Dikembe Mutombo and
Mourning more room to work down low
in the paint.
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If you're a college student, here's
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be a vital link in a network of

involved young women on

campuses across the country. You'll
receive questionnaires about your
buying habits, along with product
samples, special contest mailings

and coupons from Mademoiselle
advertisers. You may even have
the opportunity to test new
products and help coordinate
an on-campus event for
Mademoiselle at your school.

We're waiting to hear from you!
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citedly after Stoudamire’s first jumper,
which was from about 15 feet, by pumping his fist in the air. Every time down
the court, Stoudamire gained confidence
and began to call for the ball. Fortunate-,
ly for the Hoyas, the ball was given to
him. As Tillmon told The Washington®=
Post, “He couldn’t miss; and we justkept
getting him the ball.”
Stoudamire cooled off a bit in the
second half but continued to look for his
shot with confidence which is the sign
of a good shooter. He made one more’
three-pointer in the second half and
finished the game with 24 points.
£

Hoya

faithful hope that beyond Mark Tillmon,

Antoine Stoudamire led Georgetown scorers with 24 points Saturday.

put on a shooting exhibition, scoring 17
points, including 13-GU points in a row.
Stoudamire displayed a silky smooth
release which resulted four times in
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Hoyas
Step on
Spiders

Stoudamire Scores 24, Keys Win Over FIU

Hoyas Roll to Victory, 114-67

from three-point range, including 17
points in the first half on perfect 7-7
shooting.
Stoudamire’s performance was complemented by the second half play of
Alonzo Mourning and Dikembe
Mutombo. Mourning finished the game
with 17 points and eight rebounds while
frontcourt mate Mutombo added 15

and improve its record to 3-1.
The Hoyas worked the ball inside to
their post players early, with
sophomores Peggi Jewell (13 points, 12
rebounds) and Karen Sheehan (14
‘points, eight rebounds, seven for 10
from the field) combining for eight
points and nine rebounds in the first half.
“Our game plan was to get Peggi and

points, ten rebounds and four blocked
shots.

Karen involved, because we knew that
they didn’t have much size,” said coach | |
Patrick Knapp.
The Hoya defense didn’t allow a
Spider field goal for the first seven

The Hoyas spent much of the first half
experimenting with zone defenses while
the GU offense appeared to be on hold.

minutes of the first half, and was able to
shut down 1989 Colonial Athletic Association Player of the Year, Pam
Bryant, in the first half.

despite the flu, was held scoreless in the
first half.
See SPIDERS, p. 10
| Dikembe Mutombo scored 15 points against FIU Saturday.

_ freshman David Edwards to replace
starter Sam Jefferson looking for a
smaller and quicker line-up. Edwards
responded with a drive and layup to put
the Hoyas up 6-3 at the 16:14 mark.
One minute later, Edwards drove the
lane, drawing in the defenders and

ever, Stoudamire

pass to Mutombo for an easy layup to
give the Hoyas a five-point advantage,
11-6.
The Golden Panthers climbed
back into the game, though, and trailed
22-18 at the eight-minute mark after
some sloppy play by the Hoyas at the

began

his shooting

to outscore Florida International 24-8 in

the first seven minutes of the second half
and give them a 72-37 lead.

out

a flashy

behind-the-back

offensive end. With 6:43 left in the half,
Tillmon left the game after injuring his

right ankle in an offensive series where
he took a hard fall out of bounds. At this
point, Thompson inserted Stoudamire

the

first

half,

Mourning

scored

the

Hoyas’ first five points of the second
half by grabbing two offensive rebounds
and converting them into layups, one a three-point play. Thompson, however,
kept a quicker squad on the floor in the
second half and the Hoyas responded by
scoring 66 points in the final 20 minutes.
“Defensively, we didn’t do well in our
zones. We pressured some in man-toman defense and went with a single post
man,” said Thompson.

The second half lineup greatly
resembled this summer’s Kenner
League team, the Tombs, with freshmen
Edwards, Stoudamire, Michael Tate and

Mike Sabol playing a majority of the
second half with Mourning and Mutom-

bo alternating at the center spot.
The four freshmen all responded well
to the pressure of the first home game as .
Edwards handed out 11 assists to go with
his nine points while Sabol scored four
points and grabbed eight boards.
Edwards wowed the crowd again with

spectacular moves, but often had to be
reprimanded

into the game.

by

Thompson

to either

See FIU, p. 11.

Swimming

4-3, and later beat Finland to cap-

ture the gold.
What’s amazing to recount,
though, is how the Americans

refused to say die in the face of virtually insurmountable odds.
Throughout Olympic history, the
Russians have staked the undisputed claim to hockey
dominance. Every four winters, the
hockey world measures itself
against the Russians as the mark of
superiority. Nothing differed in
1980.
Russia was led by its goalie,
Vladimir Tretiak, then generally
regarded as the world’s best.

of the underdog in ice hockey,

three years hence marked college
basketball’s greatest upset. In
1983, the North Carolina State
Wolfpack, on a dunk at the buzzer
by Lorenzo Charles following an
errant Derrick Wittenburg
jumpshot, defeated the heavilyfavored Houston Cougars led by

Akeem Olajuwon, Clyde Drexler
and the rest of Phi Slamma Jamma.
Two years later, the sports world
witnessed the second-greatest upset
in the annals of college basketball

as the Villanova Wildcats, led by
Ed Pinckney and Gary McLain,
who felt the euphoria of the moment in more ways than one, shot
the lights out against the favored
Georgetown Hoyas, winning 66-

Wooden’s UCLA Bruins.

In the same year, the tennis
Becker who, at age 17, became the

youngest and the first unseeded
player ever to capture Wimbledon.
Bringing with him an unorthodox
style of play, the feisty West German stunned the tennis elite at the
All-England Lawn and Tennis
Club with diving returns and serves
well over 100 miles an hour.
While Becker became tennis’
next superstar, the normally

reserved crowd at Augusta (Ga.)
National cheered as the Golden
Bear, Jack Nicklaus, once again a

Cinderella story, was on his way to
winning his sixth Masters Golf
Championship in 1986, a record
that brought his lifetime major tournament victories to 22.
The first half of the 1980s
See WANG,

p. 10
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by Beth Roche
HOYA Staff Writer

world was served an ace by Boris
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win consecutive titles since John
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stole Tretiak’s glory and acclaim
for a mere three periods, just long
enough to record the “Miracle on
Ice.”
Just as 1980 represented the year

ing 78 percent from the floor, and

ended Hoya coach John
Thompson's bid to be the first to

JANUARY

Freshman Bill Bassett captured the
800-meter freestyle Saturday in 8:49.80
to break a Georgetown swimming
record and lead the men’s team to a
112-90 win over Mary Washington College at Yates Field House. Bassett’s
mark, his third school record of the year,

helped the men up their record to 2-3 on
the season.
The women’s swimming team also
captured its first victory of the season
after four defeats with a 112-92 win over
Mary Washington.
Bassett captured first place in the 400meter freestyle in a time of 4:18.31.
Bassett had previously broken records
at Providence and Boston Ccllege, but
this time was his best ever. Bassett said
he knew he was swimming well while
still in the water, and realized as.soon as

he finished that he had established a new

Hoya record.
Another top finisher was sophomore
Joe Sanchez. He took first in the 200meter freestyle in 2:02.69, and finished
second behind Bassett in the 800-meter
freestyle with a time of 4:29.65.
Brad Hecht turned in an impressive
performance as well, finishing first in
the 200-meter individual medley. The
combination of junior Trace Mayer,
junior Matt Bisbee, Hecht and junior
Dean Ledger took first in the 400-meter
medley relay with a time of 4:13.55.
Sophomore Juliette De Sousa led the
women, finishing first in the 200-meter
butterfly in 2:39.64 and second in the
800-meter freestyle with a time of
10:29.26.
“It was not one of my best meets,” De
Sousa said. “But I did swim pretty well.
The first four meets were all in one week

and that got the team pretty tircd. We
hadn’t had a meet since Nov. 12, so we

were more rested for Saturday’s meet.”

el

America staged one of the greatest
upsets in Olympic history as its
hockey team stymied the Russians,

with team captain Mike Eruzione,

64. Coach Rollie Massimino’s
bunch set an NCAA record, shoot-

“I thought I swam as well as before,”
Nasca said. “The competition was different
bccause
MWC,
[like
Georgetown], is not a scholarship team,
so we were able to compete on basically
the same level.”

0

That February, the United States of

America had an upstart in goal
named Jim Craig, who later wound
up as a journeyman in the National
Hockey League. But Craig, along

GEORGETOWN SWIMMING SCHEDULE

Bassett
Sets GU
Record

~~

Christmas is a time of miracles. In
the sports world, that pristine place
that cherishes miracles, this last
holiday season of the ’80s lends itself
to reflection upon the many impossibilities that became reality.
One knew this decade was destined to be remembered for the underdog only two months into it.
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After a sluggish start and a number of
early turnovers, Thompson inserted

handed

from the field, including 3-3 from three
point range, helping the Hoyas extend a
four-point lead into the 48-29 Georgetown advantage at the half.
After halftime, the Georgetown pressure defense began to overwhelm the
Golden Panthers and allowed the Hoyas

last season, was only two for seven
the field in the first half. Her backteammate, Julie Jones, a 46.5 per-'
three-point shooter who played

Bryant.
Diego Garcia kept the Golden
in the contest in the opening ten
by knocking down three threehis only points of the first half.

At the 6:24 mark of the first half, howbarrage by connecting on all seven shots

Bryant, who averaged 17.5 points a

Dwayne
FIU’s
Panthers
minutes
pointers

PE
i
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by the Spiders to hold on for the victory

opening seven minutes, including two
short jump shots off assists from guard

Th

Stoudamire scored 24 points on 10 of
15 shooting from the field, four of seven

:

Senior Mark Tillmon opened the
Hoyas’ scoring attack by scoring eight
of Georgetown’s first 12 points in the

PPh

67.

up late and studies.”

ag Ne

at home over the Golden Panthers, 114-

Saturday at McDonough. Leading 3223, Georgetown survived a 13-4 run in
the opening minutes of the second half

Thompson said, “I’m not happy at all.
I’m pleased with the attitudes, but we
still have an awful lot to learn. Antoine
[Stoudamire] hit the outside shots for us.
What I like best about him is that he stays

In a period of 23 seconds, Stoudamire

responded by sinking a jumper from the
right side, stealing a pass and scoring a
layup to put the Hoyas up 28-20. In the
final 4:27, Stoudamire led the Hoyas
29-9 run before halftime, netting three
three-pointers and two layups.
In the second half, Georgetown kept
the pressure on FIU and raced out to a
72-37 lead after a 24-8 run in the first
seven minutes of the second period.
Overcoming a two-point performance in

ed Pek ah

to defeat the Richmond Spiders, 52-43,

John

AY

Patience and composure allowed the
Georgetown women’s basketball team

coach

eed

HOYA Staff Writer
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in the game,
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mance

Entering the game midway through
the first half Saturday against Florida
International (FIU), freshman guard Antoine Stoudamire stepped out of the
shadows to be the catalyst Georgetown
needed, as the Hoyas stormed to victory

by Jason Levien

game
from
court
cent

When asked about his team’s perfor-

by Matt Brennan

Nasca also combined with senior
Cathy Milton, senior Cheryl Conlin and
freshman Erin Melley to win the 400meter medley relay with a time of
4:50.90. Sophomore Kristan Drzweicki,
another consistent top finisher, took first
place in the 200-meter individual medley with a time of 2:37.11., and her time
of 1:04.88 gave her third in the 100meler freestyle.
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Hoya Star Sherry Walks On, Runs Fast
Four years ago, the last person to tell

you Pete Sherry would finish tenth in the
nation at the 1989 NCAA Cross Country
Championships would have been Pete
Sherry. With only one year of high
school competition under his belt, Sherry was not recruited by any Division I
colleges.

tired, he can tell us that everything will

upcoming winter track season, and has

work out because he knows what it’s
like. He also does all our workouts with
us.
“We had time trials the first two weeks

already started training for it. He will be
moving up to the 5,000 and 10,000 meter

“I knew

I wasn’t ready for that.”
Sherry started his sophomore season

Olympian

Matt Senchowitz

the end of the year, though, he was turn-

of school, and I got my butt kicked by a
35-year old who [was] making a comeback. We were running 200’s and I was

ing in respectable times. He entered his
junior season with high hopes, but was

tired, so he said that he would lead that
sprint. I said to myself ‘Hell no, I won’t

interested in running,” says Sherry. “I

injured for most of the fall. However, he

also went up to visit the coach at [the
University of] Vermont, but he told me
that I probably couldn’t run at BC or
Georgetown.”
The coaches’ skepticism was under-

rebounded and helped lead the Hoyas to
a first-place finish in last year’s Big East
Championships.
This year’s team was predicted to have

let you lead.” That really got me going.”
Sherry says he was relaxed and confident going into the NCAA Championships. “I felt that I hadn’t been pushed
all year, and I felt that if I got into a good
groove, I could run with the top twenty,”
he says.
Starting the race conservatively, Sherry passed up the opportunity to build a
lead by running with the front pack.
Instead, Sherry chose to lead the second
large pack. It was not until the final 100
meters that he made his move, finishing

“I wrote a letter to the coach at BC

[Boston College]

standable,

for

and told him I was

although

Sherry

was

named all-county at the end of his senior
season in high school, he had only run

cross-country for three months. Sherry
also lettered in a number of sports in
high school, including baseball and basketball, and was unsure if he wanted to

pursue running after his prep career was
over.
“I was friends with the cross-country
coach, and I told him I was interested in

at Georgetown with limited success. By

a ‘strong

season,

due

to the

one-two

punch of 1988 All-American John
Trautmann and Sherry. The two proved
capable this season of shouldering the
load, spurring each other on.
“This year we have been running in
the lead pack of every race. John and I
were always one and two or three and

four. He's been a great help to me all
year. He has been running well for years,
and training and racing with him has
‘made a difference. It makes it a lot easier

running as a way of staying in shape for
baseball. He was a lot of help because he
didn’t push me; it wasn’t hardcore running every day,” Sherry explains. “He
just let me enjoy the sport.”
He earned a spot on the Georgetown
cross-country team his freshman year as

when you’re running together with a
teammate,” Sherry says.
“At the Big East, we had a set plan.

a walk-on, but maintained the relaxed

surge, and we dusted him.”

approach espoused by his high school
coach. “I wasn’t dedicated at all the first

Sherry credits his coaches for a big
part of his success. “Gags [head coach

year, maybe because of high school,” he

Frank Gagliano]

says. “[But] I got my act together over

he says. Newly hired assistant coach and

little tired, since I’ve been

pumped up the last two months. I've got
to get my head back in it. But because of
the [NCAA] Championships, I know I
can run in any race, and even if I don’t
win, I can still go with anybody

in the

country.”
Between racing and tutoring for the
D.C. Schools project, one would expect
that Sherry has had his fill of the Geor-

getown experience. But he’ll be back on
campus next year. Because he did not
run a full season his freshman year, he

has a year of eligibility left for the outdoor season. He is also petitioning the
NCAA for one more year of indoor
eligibility. If he is granted another year
on the track, he plans to apply to the
Georgetown M.B.A. program, along
with Trautmann.

tenth.

Sherry was the fourth American
across the finish line, and says he was
disillusioned by the fact that six of the
top ten runners were foreigners.
“Gags is against recruiting foreigners.
He wants to promote the American ath-

We came together at the mile mark, and

lete, and I agree with him. Of course, it

at the three and a half mile mark, it was
the two of us and the runner from
Providence. I put in a’ surge, he put in a

does make for better competition, and
it’s not fair to eliminate foreign athletes.
But it also isn’t fair that these guys may
not be amateurs. They have run in- the
Olympics, and some of them are 26 or
27. You’ve got guys like [former Seton
Hall basketball star] Andrew Gaze who
come over and are great for one year, but

is a great motivator,”

races. “I’m a

With Trautmann and Sherry back next
year, the team should be able to improve
on its sixth-place finish at the NCAA
Championships. Sherry says he is enthusiastic about the Hoyas’ up and coming runners like Mark Manley and Steve
Holman,

who

finished

33rd

and 51st,

respectively, in the NCAAs. He foresees
‘a nationally-ranked team for the next
several years.
“With the success of the men’s and
women’s

teams, we should be able to

bring in a lot of new recruits. This team
will qualify for the championships for
the next five or six years,” he says.
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two-time
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I could be successful, but I

just didn’t make the connection that it
was a different kind of sport. It was a
commitment to working every day, and

back and told my

—

don’t provide any structure for their program,” he says.
Sherry says he is excited about the

I came

coaches that I was ready to run, and that
I could help out the team.

AT

has “helped bring us together as a team.
He’s been there before, and if we’re

the summer.

by Justin Pearlman
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Coming Out of Nowhere, Cinderella Story Leads GU in Cross-Country Championships

Photo by Lee Flanagan

Peter Sherry was named All-American in NCAA cross country.
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